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PREFACE

This report presents statistics on the components of change In the housing Inventory

for the period April 1, 1950, to December 31, 1956. The data were collected In the Na-

tional Housing Inventory In December 1956 and January 1957. Authorization for the National

Housing Inventory Is contained In Public Law 604, 84th Congress. This Act, which was

approved June 20, 1956, appropriated $1.000,000 for "expenses necessary for conducting a

survey of housing."

The 1956 National Housing Inventory Is the first survey In which statistics on com-

ponents of change have been collected. The need for measures of change In the housing

Inventory between decennial censuses stemmed from the fact that, In a dynamic economy,

housing conditions change too rapidly to be measured satisfactorily by benchmark data

collected only once a decade. This was demonstrated during World War II when migration so

altered the housing situation that both Industry and government found the 1940 Census of

Housing of only limited use in evaluating local situations. Similarly, the rapid change

both In number and characteristics of dwelling units by 1956 had made the 1950 Census of

Housing figures of limited value in the analysis of the current housing market.

The program vhlcb provided the basis for the National Housing Inventory was developed

as a result of a contract between the Bureau of the Census and the Housing and Home Finance

Agency In 1950 to develop a technique for providing housing data on a sample basis during

the intercensal years. The results of this research program are contained In the report

"Intercensal Housing Surveys" prepared by the Housing Division, Bureau of the Census, and

published In April 1957.

The National Housing Inventory had three major purposes:

1. To provide a measure of change In the housing supply since the 1950 Census

of Housing.

2. To provide current information about the financial aspects of home ownership,

principally In terms of mortgage financing.

3. To provide a description of the 1956 housing Inventory.

The materials and statistics In this report were prepared under the direction of

Wayne P. Daugherty, Chief, Housing Division, Ð°Ð»Ð° Frank S. Kristof, Assistant Chief, Housing

Division. The planning and development of the survey was under the supervision of J. Hugh

Rose. The coordination and development of the statistical content of the report was under

the supervision of Beulah Washabaugh. Sampling procedures were under the supervision of

Joseph Steinberg and Joseph Waksberg. Specific aspects of processing and electronic

tabulating procedures were carried out by Jervls Braunstein, Joseph F. Daly, Richard A.

Hornseth, and Slgmund Schor. Other members of the Housing Division who had responsibility

for a specific phase of this program were Elmo E. Beach, Kenneth Beede, Aneda France,

Aaron Josowltz, Nathan Krevor, Daniel B. Rathbun, and Morton Somer. Carl A. S. Coan,

formerly a member of the Housing Division staff, participated In the developmental phases

of the program.

December 1958.
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1956 National Housing Inventory

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE, 1950 TO 1956

INTRODUCTION

Content. âVolume I of the National Housing In-

ventory presents statistics on the components of

change between 1950 and 1956. The dwelling unit

la the reporting unit In the National Housing

Inventory.

This volume Is arranged In ten parts. The first

pert presents statistics for the United States with

the following classifications:

Total

Inside standard metropolitan areas

In central cities

Hot 1Ð» central oitiea

Outside standard metropolitan areas

In addition, statistics are presented for each of

the four regions by the following classifications:

rotal

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

The classification "Inside standard metropolitan

areas" Includes all dwelling units Inside the 168

standard metropolitan areas as defined In 1950.

Dwelling units In all the territory outside these

areas are Included In the classification "outside

standard metropolitan areas."

The remaining nine parts of Volume I present

statistics for each of the following nine standard

metropolitan areas:

Atlanta Los Angeles

Boston Ifpw York-northeastern

Chicago HeÂ« Jersey

Dallas Philadelphia

Detroit Seattle

In the reports for the Chicago and the Phila-

delphia Standard Metropolitan Areas, statistics are

presented separately for the central city and for

the entire standard metropolitan area. This amount

of detail was made possible through an Increase In

sample size, which was financed by local agencies In

these cities.

The basic data In Volume I provide:

1. The measures of components of change

In the housing Inventory which Include (a) the

sources of the 1956 housing Inventory, and (b)

the disposition of the 1950 housing Inventory.

2. The 1956 and 1950 characteristics of

components of change.

The 1956 and 1950 statistics are based on In-

formation from a sample of all dwelling units In

the area. The 1950 characteristics In this report

represent 1950 data as tabulated for the dwelling

units In the sample; therefore, they may not agree

precisely with the statistics In the 1950 Census of

Housing reports.

Statistics are presented In Volume I for the

following subjects:

Oooupancy characteristics

Occupancy status

Color of occupants

Number of persons

Structural characteristics

Number of rooms

Number of dwelling units in structure

Year built

Condition and plumbing facilities

financial characteristics

Contract monthly rent

Value
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Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 present 1956 characteris-

tics cross-tabulated by 1950 characteristics for

units which were classified as same units In both

years.

Other National Housing Inventory reports.â

Volume II, Financing of Owner-Occupied Residential

Properties, presents statistics relating to the

financial aspects of home ownership, principally

In terms of mortgage financing. Statistics relate

to the financial status of owner-occupied nonfarm

properties, with Intensive coverage of mortgage

loans. The statistics will be limited to the United

States as a whole; separate figures for each of

the nine standard metropolitan areas will not be

available.

Volume III, Characteristics of the 1956 In-

ventory, presents simple distributions and cross-

tabulations of housing characteristics. In addition,

the volume presents ÑÐ³Ð¾Ð·Ð·-tabulatlons of housing by

household characteristics. Volume III will consist

of ten separate reports Issued for the same areas as

Volume I.

Reports covering special subjects are planned.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Although the content of the National Housing

Inventory differed from the 1950 Census of Housing,

the definitions and concepts of the subjects which

were common to both enumerations generally were the

same. Where there were differences, they are spe-

cifically mentioned In the discussion of the Indi-

vidual subjects.

Standard metropolitan area.âExcept In New Eng-

land, a standard metropolitan area Is a county or

group of contiguous counties which contained at

least one city of 50,000 Inhabitants or more at the

time of the 1950 Census. Counties contiguous to the

one containing such a city are Included In a stand-

ard metropolitan area If according to certain cri-

teria they are essentially metropolitan In character

and socially and economically Integrated with the

central city. In New England, towns and cities were

the units used In defining standard metropolitan

areas. Here a population density criterion was ap-

plied rather than the criteria relating to metro-

politan character.

Statistics for "Inside standard metropolitan

areas" are for all dwelling unitsâurban and rural,

farm and nonfarmâwhich are located within the coun-

ties and places comprising the standard metropolitan

areas as defined for the 1950 Census.

Statistics for "In central cities" are for all

dwelling units located within the central cities of

the standard metropolitan areas as defined for the

1950 Census. The largest city in a standard metro-

politan area Is the principal central city. Any

other city of 25,000 Inhabitants or more within a

"1 metropolitan area, and having a population

7 to one-third or more of the population of

si city. Is also a central city. However,

no more than three clMes have been defined as cen-

tral cities of any standard metropolitan area.

Statistics for "outside central cities" are for

all dwelling units which are located outside the

corporate limits of the central cities but within

the standard metropolitan areas as defined for the

1950 Census.

Statistics for "outside standard metropolitan

areas" are for all dwelling units In the United

States which are located outside standard metropoli-
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In the 1956 Inventory, the components of change

consist of:

Same units

Units changed by conversion

Units changed by merger

Units added through new construction

Units added through other sources

In the 1950 Inventor/! the components of change

consist of:

Sane units

Units changed by conversion

Units changed by merger

Units lost through demolition

Units lost through other means

The above classifications were obtained by com-

paring each dwelling unit In the 1956 sample directly

with the 1950 Census returns. In Instances where

the 1950 records were missing or the Identification

was Incomplete, the enumerator determined the clas-

sification through Inquiry of the present occupants

or Informed neighbors.

Same units.âLiving quarters enumerated as one

dwelling unit In 1956 were classified as "same" If

the quarters existed as one, and only one, dwelling

unit In 1950. Thus, "same" units are common to

both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. Changes In the

characteristics of a dwelling unit since 1950 did not

affect Its classification as "same" If It remained

one dwelling unit In 1956. Examples of such changes

In characteristics are: finishing a bedroom In the

pttlc. Installation of an extra bathroom, or enlarg-

ing the kitchen.

Units changed by conversion.âConversion Is the

creation of two or more dwelling units from fewer

units through structural alteration or change In

use. Structural alteration Includes such changes

as adding a kitchen or Installing partitions to

form another dwelling unit. Change In use Is a

simple rearrangement In the space without structural

alteration, such as locking a door which closes

off one or more rooms to form a separate dwelling

mit.

The term "changed by conversion" Is applicable

to both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. For example,

one dwelling unit In the 1950 Inventory which subse-

quently was converted to three dwelling units was

counted as one unit changed by conversion for pur-

poses of the 1950 statistics and as three units

changed by conversion for purposes of the 1956 sta-

tistics. Thus, the subtraction of the 1950 group

from Hie 1956 group yields the net number of dwell-

ing units added as a result of conversion.

Units changed by merger.âMerger Is the combin-

ing of two or more dwelling units Into fewer units

through structural alteration or change In use.

Structural alteration Includes such changes as the

removal of partitions or the dismantling of kitchen

equipment. Change In use may be a simple rearrange-

ment of space without structural alteration, such

as unlocking a door which formerly separated two

dwelling units. In other Instances, a household on

the first floor may occupy both the first and second

floors which formerly constituted separate dwelling

units.

The term "changed by merger" Is applicable to

both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. For example,

two dwelling units In the 1950 Inventory which sub-

sequently were merged to one dwelling unit were

counted as two units changed by merger for purposes

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 present 1956 characteris-

tics cross-tabulated by 1950 characteristics for

units which were classified as same units In both

years.

Other National Housing Inventory reporta.â

Volume II, Financing of Owner-Occupied Residential

Properties, presents statistics relating to the

financial aspects of home ownership, principally

In terms of mortgage financing. Statistics relate

to the financial status of owner-occupied nonfarm

properties, with Intensive coverage of mortgage

loans. The statistics will be limited to the United

States as a whole; separate figures for each of

the nine standard metropolitan areas will not be

available.

Volume III, Characteristics of the 1956 In-

ventory, presents simple distributions and cross-

tabulations of housing characteristics. In addition,

the volume presents cross-tabulations of housing by

household characteristics. Volume III will consist

of ten separate reports Issued for the same areas as

Volume I.

Reports covering special subjects are planned.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Although the content of the National Housing

Inventory differed from the 1950 Census of Housing,

the definitions and concepts of the subjects which

were common to both enumerations generally were the

same. Where there were differences, they are spe-

cifically mentioned In the discussion of the indi-

vidual subjects.

Standard metropolitan area.âExcept in New Eng-

land, a standard metropolitan area is a county or

group of contiguous counties which contained at

least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more at the

time of the 1950 Census. Counties contiguous to the

one containing such a city are Included In a stand-

ard metropolitan area if according to certain cri-

teria they are essentially metropolitan In character

and socially and economically Integrated with the

central city. In New England, towns and cities were

the units used In defining standard metropolitan

areas. Here a population density criterion was ap-

plied rather than the criteria relating to metro-

politan character.

Statistics for "inside standard metropolitan

areas" are for all dwelling unitsâurban and rural,

farm and nonfarmâwhich are located within the coun-

ties and places comprising the standard metropolitan

areas as defined for the 1950 Census.

Statistics for "in central cities" are for all

dwelling units located within the central cities of

the standard metropolitan areas as defined for the

1950 Census. The largest city In a standard metro-

politan area Is the principal central city. Any

other city of 25,000 inhabitants or more within a

standard metropolitan area, and having a population

amounting to one-third or more of the population of

the central city, Is also a central city. However,

no more than three cities have been defined as cen-

tral cities of any standard metropolitan area.

Statistics for "outside central cities" are for

all dwelling units which are located outside the

corporate limits of the central cities but within

the standard metropolitan areas as defined for the

1950 Census.

Statistics for "outside standard metropolitan

areas" are for all dwelling units In the United

States which are located outside standard metropoli-

INTRODUCTION

In the 1956 Inventory, the components of change

consist of:

Same units

Units changed by conversion

Units changed by merger

Units added through new construction

Units added through other sources

In the 1950 Inventory, the components of change

consist of:

Same units

Units changed by conversion

Units changed by merger

Units lost through demolition

Units lost through other meana

The above classlflcations were obtained by com-

pering each dwelling unit In the 1956 sample directly

with the 1950 Census returns. In Instances where

the 1950 records were missing or the Identification

res Incomplete, the enumerator determined the clas-

sification through Inquiry of the present occupants

or Informed neighbors.

Same units.âLiving charters enumerated as one

dwelling unit In 1956 were classified as "same" If

the quarters existed as one, and only one, dwelling

unit In 1950. Thus, "same" units are common to

both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. Changes In the

characteristics of a dwelling unit since 1950 did not

affect Its classification as "same" If It remained

one dwelling unit In 1956. Examples of such changes

In characteristics are: finishing a bedroom In the

sttlc. Installation of an extra bathroom, or enlarg-

ing the kitchen.

Units changed by conversion.âConversion Is the

creation of two or more dwelling units from fewer

units through structural alteration or change In

use. Structural alteration Includes such changes

as adding a kitchen or Installing partitions to

form another dwelling unit. Change In use Is a

simple rearrangement In the space without structural

alteration, such as locking a door which closes

off one or more rooms to form a separate dwelling

unit.

The term "changed by conversion" Is applicable

to both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. For example,

one dwelling unit In the 1950 Inventory which subse-

quently was converted to three dwelling units was

counted as one unit changed by conversion for pur-

poses of the 1950 statistics and as three units

changed by conversion for purposes of the 1956 sta-

tistics. Thus, the subtraction of the 1950 group

from Ã¶ie 1956 group yields the net number of dwell-

ing units added as a result of conversion.

Units changed by merger.âMerger Is the combin-

ing of two or more dwelling units Into fewer units

through structural alteration or change in use.

Structural alteration Includes such changes as the

removal of partitions or the dismantling of kitchen

equipment. Change In use may be a simple rearrange-

ment of space without structural alteration, such

as unlocking a door which formerly separated two

dwelling units. In other Instances, a household on

the first floor may occupy both the first and second

floors which formerly constituted separate dwelling

units.

The term "changed by merger" is applicable to

both the 1950 and 1956 inventories. For example,

two dwelling units in the 1950 Inventory which sub-

sequently were merged to one dwelling unit were

counted as two units changed by merger for purposes

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Units lost through other means.âAny dwelling

unit which existed In April 1950 and which was

lost to the housing Inventory through means other

than demolition or merger was classified as a unit

lost through other means. This component Includes

the following types of losses:

1. Units lost by change to quasi-dwelling

units; for example, a one-room dwelling unit

changed to a sleeping room by the removal of

cooking equipment, or a dwelling unit changed to

a rooming house because nine lodgers were added

to the household. (The term "quasi dwelling unit"

In 1956 Is comparable to nondwelllng-unlt quarters

In 1950.)

2. Units lost by change to nonresldentlal

space.

3. Units moved from site since April 1950.

Such units usually did not result In a net loss

to the total Inventory since they represented

units added In the place to which they were

moved. A trailer, however, resulted In a net

loss If It had been occupied In 1950 and was not

occupied as a dwelling unit after It was moved.

4. Units abandoned or destroyed by fire,

flood, or other cause. Units were recorded as

abandoned If they were so deteriorated as to be

unfit for occupancy and were no longer Intended

for use as living quarters. Because of the dif-

ficulty of ascertaining the actual cause of the

disappearance of a unit, due to the time period

Involved and the difficulty of locating a reliable

respondent. It Is possible that some units re-

corded as destroyed by fire, flood, or other cause

had actually been demolished, and vice versa.

Color of occupants.âOccupied dwelling units

were classified by the color of the head of the

household. "Nonwhlte" households are those whose

heads are of Negro, Indian, Japanese, Chinese, or

other nonwhlte race.

Number of persons.âAll persons enumerated as

members of the household were counted In determining

the number of persons who live In the dwelling unit.

Lodgers, foster children, wards, and resident em-

ployees who share the living quarters of the house-

hold head are Included In the household In addition

to family members. The persons living In the unit

must consider It their usual place of residence or

have no usual place of residence elsewhere.

Occupied dwelling unit.âA dwelling unit Is

occupied If a person or group of persons was living

In It at the time of enumeration or If the occupants

were only temporarily absent, as for example, on

vacation.

Owner occupied.âA dwelling unit Is "owner occu-

pied" If the owner or co-owner was one of the per-

sons living In the unit, even If the dwelling unit

was not fully paid for or had a mortgage on It. If

the owner of the unit was a member of the household

but was temporarily away from home, as In the case

of military service or temporary employment away

from home, the unit still was classified as "owner

occupied." A cooperative apartment Is owner occu-

pied If the owner lives In It.

Ranter occupied.âAll occupied dwelling units

that were not "owner occupied" were classified as

"renter occupied" whether or not any money rent was

paid for the living quarters. Units for which no

cash rent was paid are thus Included with the

renter-occupied units; such units are usually occu-
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attached. A detached structure has open space on

all four sides, while an attached structure is one

of a row of two or more adjoining structures, each

being divided from the next by a vertical wall from

ground to Ð³Ð¾Ð¾Ð. A structure also is attached if it

adjoins a nonresidentlal structure. In apartment

developments, each building with open space on all

sides was considered a separate structure.

The statistics reflect the number of dwelling

units classified by the number of dwelling units in

the structure in which they were located; the fig-

ures do not represent the number of residential

structures.

Both 1956 and 1950 data are provided for the

number of dwelling units in the structure regard-

less of the type of structure in which the unit was

located.

Number of rooms.âAll rooms which were used,

or were suitable for use, as living quarters were

counted in determining the number of rooms in the

dwelling unit. Included are kitchens, bedrooms,

dining rooms, living rooms, and permanently enclosed

sunporches of substantial size; finished basement or

attic rooms, recreation rooms, or other rooms suit-

able for use as living quarters; and rooms used for

office purposes by a person or persons living in the

dwelling unit. A kitchenette or half-room which is

partitioned off from floor to celling was counted as

a separate room, but a combined kitchenette and

dinette separated only by shelves or cabinets was

counted as only one room. Not counted as rooms were

bathrooms, strip or pullman kitchens, halls or

foyers, alcoves, pantries, laundries, closets or

storage space; unfinished basement or attic rooms

not suitable for living quarters; and rooms sub-

leased for office or business purposes by a person

or persons not living in the dwelling unit.

The median number of rooms is the theoretical

value which divides the dwelling units equally, one-

half having more rooms and one-half having fewer

rooms than the median. In the computation of the

median, a continuous distribution was assumed. For

example, when the median was in the four-room group,

the lower and upper limits were assumed to be 3.5

an<} 4.5 rooms, respectively. The median was com-

puted on the basis of more detailed tabulation

groups than are shown in the tables. Tenths were

used in the computation of the medians to permit

comparison.

Year built.âThe year the structure was built

refers to the year in which the original construc-

tion was completed, not to the year in which any

later remodeling, addition, reconstruction, or con-

version may have taken place. "Year built" statis-

tics are based on dwelling units classified by the

date of the original construction of the structure

in which they were located.

The figures do not represent the original number

of dwelling units built during a given period. They

represent the total number of units constructed

during a given period plus the number created by

conversions in structures originally built during

the same period, minus the number destroyed in

structures built during the period. Losses occur

through demolition, fire, flood, disaster, change

to nonresldentlal use, or merger to fewer dwelling

units.

Data on year built are subject to some In-

accuracy because of errors of response. Inaccura-
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deficiencies as Inadequate light or ventilation, or

the presence of dampness or Infestation, were not

Included among the criteria for determining condi-

tion of a dwelling unit.

Specifically, a dwelling unit was to be re-

ported as dilapidated Ifâ

1. It had one or more critical deficien-

cies, as for exampleâ

a. Holes, open cracks, rotted, loose, or

missing materials over a considerable area of

the foundation, outside walls, roof, or In-

side walls, floors, or ceilings.

b. Substantial sagging of floors, walls,

or roof.

c. Extensive damage by storm, flood, or

fire;

or

2. It had a combination of minor deficien-

cies which were present In sufficient number and

extent to give evidence that the unit did not

provide adequate shelter or protection against

the elements or was physically unsafe. Examples

of these deficiencies areâ

a. Holes, open cracks, rotted, loose, or

missing materials over a small area.

b. Shaky or unsafe porch, steps, or

railings.

c. Broken or missing window panes.

d. Rotted or loose window frames which

are no longer rainproof or wlndproof.

e. Damaged, unsafe, or makeshift chimney.

f. Broken, loose, or missing Inside stair

treads or risers, balusters, or railings.

g. Deep wear on doorsllls, doorframes,

outside or Inside steps, or floors;

or

3. It was of Inadequate original construc-

tion. Examples of Inadequate original construc-

tion areâ

a. Makeshift walls.

b. Lack of foundation.

c. Dirt floors.

d. Inadequately converted cellars, ga-

rages, barns, and similar places.

In the National Housing Inventory, but not In

the 1950 Census, the questionnaire Included a "check

list" which the enumerator used to describe the

location and extent of deficiencies. The purpose of

the check list was to assist the enumerator In

arriving at his over-all classification of the unit

as "dilapidated" or "not dilapidated." The enu-

merator was Instructed to Indicate whether he ob-

served (a) no deficiencies, (b) minor deficiencies,

or (c) critical deficiencies, for the following

parts of the structure:

1. Doors (sills and frames).

Inside the unit:

2. Floors, walls, ceilings.

3. Stairs (risers, balusters, railings).

Outside the house:

4. Porch, steps, railings.

5. Foundation, walls, roof.

6. Windows (panes, sash, frame).

7. Chimney.

Although both the 1950 and 1956 enumerators

were provided with detailed oral and written In-

structions and with visual aids, It was not possi-

ble to eliminate completely the element of Judgment

In the enumeration of this Item. It Is possible
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Urban housing comprises all dwelling units In

(a) places of 2,500 Inhabitants or more Incorporated

as cities, boroughs, and villages, (b) Incorporated

towns of 2,500 Inhabitants or more except In New

England, New York, and Wisconsin, where "towns" are

simply minor civil divisions of counties, (c) the

densely settled urban fringe around cities or 50,000

Inhabitants or more. Including both Incorporated and

unincorporated areas, and (d) unincorporated places

of 2,500 Inhabitants or more outside any urban

fringe. The remaining dwelling units were classi-

fied as rural.

The definition for urban areas used for the

National Housing Inventory was the same as that used

for the 1950 Census. Further, the specific areas

designated as urban In 1956 are the same as those so

designated In 1950 and no adjustment was made for

the fact that some areas which were rural In 1950

were urban In 1956. ,

Contract monthly rent.âContract monthly rent

Is the rent at the time of enumeration contracted

for by the renter, regardless of whether It Includes

furniture, heating fuel, electricity, cooking fuel,

water, or other services sometimes supplied. Rent

data are for renter-occupied nonfarm units.

The median contract monthly rent of the dwell-

ing units Is the rent which divides the series Into

two equal parts, one-half of the units with rents

higher than the median and the other half with rents

lover than the median. In the computation of the

median, the limits of the class Intervals were

assumed to stand at the midpoint of the 1-dollar

Interval between the end of one of the rent groups

and the beginning of the next. For example, the

limits of the Interval designated $50 to $59 were

assumed to be $49.50 and $59.50. The median was

computed on the basis of more detailed tabulation

groups than are shown In the tables and was rounded

to the nearest dollar.

Value of property.âValue represents the amount

which the owner-occupant estimates that the prop-

erty. Including the structure and Its land, would

sell for under ordinary conditions and not at forced

sale. Value data are limited to nonfarm units In

one-dwelling-unit structures without business and

with only one dwelling unit Included In the property.

Values for other owner-occupied dwelling units are

not provided because they would reflect varying

amounts for farm land, business uses, or for more

than one dwelling unit In the property.

The median value of the dwelling units Is the

value which divides the series Into two equal parts,

one-half of the units with values higher than the

median and the other half with values lower than the

median. In computing the median, the limits of the

class Interval were assumed to stand at the begin-

ning and end of the interval. The limits of the

98,000 to $9,999 Interval, for example, were assumed

to be $8,000 and $9,999. The median was computed on

the basis of more detailed tabulation groups than

are shown in the tables and was rounded to the

nearest hundred dollars.

SOURCE AND RELIABILITY OF DATA

Coverage.âThe data in this report relate to

the total Inventory of dwelling units. The 1956

figures can. In general, be considered as referring

to December 1956, although some interviews were com-

pleted during January 1957. The 1950 data relate to

April 1950, the time of the 1950 Census of Housing.

8
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living quarters at the time Ð¾Ð the National Housing

Inventory, whether It had been changed to nonresl-

dentlal use, demolished, burned, abandoned, or other-

wise lost to the Inventory slnee 1950.

BstlnBtes of dwelling units, both 1956 and 1950,

which are In tables A, B, and Ð¡ were based on the

full sample of 199,600 dwelling units In the 22,500

land area segments and the list of 38,300 specific

addresses for measuring demolitions and other losses.

The 1950 characteristics for units that were removed

from the Inventory (table 2) were transcribed from

the 1950 Census records and are based on the full

sample (except "year built" which was collected for

only 20 percent of the cases In 1950).

The 1956 characteristics for units created

since 1950 (table 1) were obtained by inquiry In 1956

from a subsample consisting of approximately 59,600

dwelling units. The selection of the subsample units

was designated In advance, and when the enumerator

was listing each unit In the segment he obtained

morÂ« detailed Information for the subsample cases.

Characteristics of same units In tables 3 to 6 also

are based on the subsample, for both 1956 and 1950.

In a small percentage of cases, the Interviews

for the detailed characteristics of components of

change were Incomplete because the occupants were

not found at home despite repeated calls or were

not available for some other reason. A similar

situation did not hold for the basic measures of

components of change; the required Infornation was

obtained In virtually all cases.

EstIrnstIon procedure.âThe estimation of the

final figures from the survey results was performed

In several steps. The first step was to produce a

count of those dwelling units In the full sample

that were In existence In 1950, in terms of the num-

ber of units they represented In 1950. This count

Included same units, and those that had been con-

verted, merged, demolished, or lost through other

means. The ratio of the full 1950 count (as reported

in the 1950 Census) to the 1950 count from the

National Housing Inventory sample was computed. To

reduce sampling variability, this ratio was applied

to both the 1950 and 1956 sample figures for units

reported as same or changed by conversion or merger,

and to the 1950 sample of units lost through demo-

lition or other means. The factors compute.! In this

way were applied separately for units in central

cities of the standard metropolitan areas. In urban

and rural areas outside the central cities, and In

urban and rural areas outside the standard metro-

politan areas. Por units added through new construc-

tion or other sources, the 1956 sample figures were

inflated by the reciprocals of the probabilities

used in the selection of the sample. These proce-

dures produced the measures presented In tables A,

B, and Ð¡ and the 1950 characteristics In table 2.

For statistics based on the subsample in tables 1

and 3 to 6, separate inflation factors were used for

each class of components of changeâthe factors

being such as to make the total for each class based

on the subsample consistent with the total based on

the full sample.

The figures In this report were rounded Inde-

pendently; therefore, the distributions may not add

precisely to the total for the class.

Sources of error.âAs In any survey, the re-

sults are subject to sampling variability, errors

INTRODUCTION

by less than the standard error. The chances are

about 95 out of 100 that the difference would be

less than twice the standard error and 99 out of 100

that It would be less than 2fc times as large.

Estimates of the standard errors are shown In

tables la. Ib, II, and III. The standard errors In

table la apply to the 1956 counts of dwelling units

by components of change, that Is, the estimates of

the number of dwelling units In sunmary table A.

The standard errors In table Ib apply to the esti-

mates of net changes In the Inventory, as summarized

In table C.

The standard errors In table II are to be used

for the characteristics In tables 1 to 6. The fig-

ures In table II are approximations of the standard

errors of all such characteristics. In order to de-

rive a simple table of standard errors which could

be applied to the wide variety of housing Items

covered In this report and which could be prepared

at moderate cost, a number of approximations verÃ©

required. As a result, table II Is to be Interpreted

as providing an Indication of the order of magnitude

of the standard errors rather than as the precise

standard error for any specific Item.

Table IB.--STANDARD HtROR OF ESTIMATES OF THE 1956 ÐÐÐÐÐÐ® INTENTOKY

(Applicable to table A)

Total dwelling

units, 1956

Sane units,

1950 and 1956

Unite changed by â

Units added through--

Ana

Conversion

Msrger

New construction

Other sources

Size

of

estimate

Stand-

ard

error

Size

of

Stand-

ard

error

SIÂ»

Stand-

ard

error

Size

of

estimate

Stand-

ard

error

Size

Stand-

ard

error

Size

of

Stand-

ard

error

estimate

of
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Change In an Item from 1950 to 1956 Is also

subject to sampling variability. An approximation

of the standard error of the change obtained by

using the sample data for both years can be derived

by considering the change as an estimate and obtain-

ing the standard error of an estimate of this size

from table II.

The reliability of an estimated percentage de-

pends upon both the size of the percentage and the

size of the total upon which the percentage Is

based. Table III contains approximations of such

standard errors. Ð¢Ð«Ð² table applies to percent-

age distributions of 1956 characteristics In table 1

and both 1956 and 1950 characteristics of "Ð·Ð°Ð»Ðµ"

units In tables 3 to 6. Standard errors of per-

centages for 1950 characteristics of components of

change In table 2 may be obtained by multiplying

the factor 0.85 by the figures In table III. The

table applies to the regions as well as to the United

States.

Table II.--STANDARD ERHÃH OF CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

United States

Region

Inside standard aetropolltan areas

Outside

standard

setro-

politan

areas

Inside

Outside

standard

metro-

politan

areas

Size of estimate of characteristic

standard

metro-

politan

areas

Total

Total

In

central

cities

Not In

central

Total

TABLE 2

OltlÂ«B

25,000

â¢ â¢â¢

9,000

9,000

13,000

18,000

38,000

13,000

18,000

39,000

5,000

9,000

13,000

18,000

38,000

5,000

9,000

13,000
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as trailers and houseboats. The series also excludes

bouses built for occupants who consider themselves

farmers, and those units located on a farm and obvi-

ously designed for occupancy by the operator of that

farm, who derives his principal Income from farm

operation.

The NHI. on the other hand, covered housing of

all types. In addition to the types mentioned above,

the NHI Includes some housing which Is not reflected

In the BLS series, such as caretaker's quarters

built on comercial or Industrial property, housing

built of Inadequate materials, sore seasonal hous-

ing, and trailers which have had structural addi-

tions or have been set on a foundation.

With regard to timing, the BLS series Is an

estimate of the number of units for which construc-

tion has started; the NHI counted units constructed

between 1950 and 1956 which were still In existence

at the time of the survey, and counted them In terms

of the number of units they comprised In 1956. Thus,

differences can arise from additions caused by con-

version and from losses caused by demolition or

other means. Such differences are believed to be

relatively small.

It Is possible to explain part of the differ-

ence between the NHI and the BLS estimates. From

the NHI, It Is estimated that the number of new

rural-farm homes was 591,000 and the number of new

trailers on wheels and used for residential purposes

wes 209,000. Another adjustment which can be made

Is to convert the BLS series to represent completions

by assuming an average lag of three months between

the start and completion of residential construc-

tion. With these adjustments, the NHI new construc-

tion figure of 10,920,000 becomes 10,120,000 units;

an estimate of completions, based on 8,107,000 BLS

housing starts for the same 6 3/4 years, becomes

8,151,000 units. This results In the NHI estimate

being about 25 percent greater than the estimated

completions based on BLS data. It Is possible that

the difference Is more than 25 percent because the

adjustment for new rural-farm housing Is conjectured

to be larger than needed to conform to the BLS prac-

tice. Not all of the 591,000 count of new rural-

ferm units would be deducted from the NHI figure

because the census classification of farm Includes

some households whose Income from farming was not

half their total Income. According to the April

1957 supplement to the Census Bureau's Current Popu-

lation Survey, about 45 percent of the farm house-

holds were of this type; some of these would not be

considered farm by the BLS approach.

Part of the remaining difference between the

NHI and BLS data cen be explained by other conceptual

and coverage differences, for which no measures are

available. Another part could be accounted for by

sampling variation In both the NHI and BLS estimates.

The discrepancy still remaining reflects differences

In the degree of accuracy of enumeration and proc-

essing In the two surveys.

Considerable work has been done to establish

whether there were any Important errors In the NHI

procedure. No such evidence has been revealed to

date. The resources used for the NHI permitted a

tightly controlled operation. A significant part of

these resources was used for Intensive training and

supervision of the field Interviewers because of the

Importance of complete coverage.

12
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with measures of change In the total number of house-

holds. The NHI was primarily concerned with meas-

uring changes In the number of dwelling units.

Consequently, It was possible to establish proce-

dures to mensure these changes directly and avoid

the limitations of the type of measurement Inherent

In the CPS.

As an Illustration of the difference, the NHI

was nrobably somewhat more successful In Identifying

marginal dwelling units. In the CPS, some of these

may have been Included as parts of other dwelling

units. Determining whether a second family or an

Individual living In with a family should be con-

sidered a part of the household or as a separate

household Is sometimes difficult and requires spe-

cific Inquiry as well as Judgment on the part of the

enumerator. Because of the emphasis on housing In

the NHI, the enumerators In that survey may more

often have succeeded In Identifying separate dwell-

ing units and thus separate households.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The 1956 National Housing Inventory Is the rlrst

survey In which statistics on components or change

bave been collected. As a consequence, some new

concepts as well as new data have been Introduced In

tue analysis or the housing Inventory. Tables A

and Ð Introduce these new concepts In explaining the

derivation or the 1956 inventory and the disposition

or the 1950 Inventory, respectively.

Basic measures or change.âÐÐ the 55,342,000

duelling units reported Tor the United States In

1956, approximately 41,453,000, or 74.9 percent,

consist or "same" units, that is, those which existed

In 1950 and which were reported as essentially un-

changed In 1956 (table A).

There were dirrerences among the geographic

subdivisions or the Nation with respect to the

proportion or units classiried as "same." Inside

standard metropolitan areas, 73.2 percent or the

total were "same" units; whereas outside standard

metropolitan areas, 77.1 percent were "same" units.

Wltiiln the standard metropolitan areas, a wide dir-

ference was round between the central cities and the

areas not In the central cities; "same" units con-

stituted 82.3 percent or the total In central cities

in contrast to 63.5 percent or the units not In cen-

tral cities.

With respect to the regions, the proportion or

"same" units ror both the Northeast and North Central

Regions was aoout the sameâ78.3 and 79.0 percent

respectively; for the South, this rigure was 71.9

percent. The smallest proportion, 67.6 percent, was

reported ror the West, which means that one-third

or the West's 1956 housing Inventory did not exist

in 1950, or was changed In some manner since that

time.

The Nation's 41,453,000 "same" units again ap-

pear in table B; these units represented 90.1 percent

or the 1950 housing Inventory. Thus, only one-tenth

or the Nation's 1950 dwelling units were reported as

demolished, converted, merged, or otherwise changed

by December 1956.

The National Housing Inventory permits analysis

or tne Impact made by conversions and mergers on the

housing supply. Conversion Is the process or chang-

ing existing dwelling units Into a larger number or

dwelling units. Thus, in tne United States about

666,000 dwelling units existing In 1950 (table B)

subsequently were divided to rorm 1,376,000 units by

1956 (table A). On the average, two units were

created rrom one. For purposes or the 1956 Inven-

tory, the 1950 units changed by conversion were no

longer In existence. Consequently, when the 1950

rigure is subtracted from the 1956 rigure, the net

number or units added to the housing Inventory

through conversion Is obtained. This rigure or

708,000 is shown In table C.

Table A SOURCE OF THE 1956 HOUSING INVBTTOBI

Total

dwelling

units,

1956

Same

units,

1950 and

1956

Units changed

by-

Units added

through â
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Table Ð DISPOSITION OF TBS 1950 ÐÐÐÐÐÐ® INVENTORY

Units changed

by-

Units lost

throughâ

Percent distribution

Area

Total

dwelling

units,

1950

Sane

units,

1950 and

1956

Total

dwell-

ing

units,

1950

Same

units,

1950

and

1956

Units changed

byâ

Units lost

through-

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Con-

ver-

sion

Mer-

ger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

United States

45,986,000

41,453,000

668,000

1,321,000

1,131,000

1,413,000

100.0

90.1

1.5

2.9

2.5

3.1

Inside standard me trop, areas...

25,630,000

15,123,000

10,507,000

20,356,000

23,149,000

13,410,000

9,740,000

18,304,000

422,000
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Net change.âThe figures In table C, showing

net changes In the housing Inventory, are derived

from tables A and B. The net Increase of 9,355,000

In the United States represents an average annual

gain of about 1,386,000 units over a 6 3/4-year

period. This Is over one and one-half times the av-

erage annual gain of 866,000 units between 1940 and

1950. The Increase of 20.3 percent for the 6 3/4-

year period was only slightly less than the 23.Ð³

percent Increase for the entire 1940-1950 decade.

The net Increase for the period 1950 to 1956

vas star. 1er than the number added by new construc-

tion because losses due to demolition, merger,

and other types of withdrawal exceeded additions

tnrough conversion and other sources by approximately

1,565,000 dwelling units. Units lost through all

Deans, Including demolition, merger, and other,

amounted to 3,216,000 units or about 7 percent of

the 1950 Inventory, an average rate of loss of about

1 percent a year for the 6 3/4-year period. Addi-

tions through conversion and other sources amounted

to 1,651,000 units. In the Nation as a whole, new

construction (10,920,000 units) added about six and

and one-half times as many units as were added

through conversion and other sources and about three

and one-third times as many as were lost through dem-

olition, merger, and other means (table C).

In general, growth Inside standard metropolitan

areas was much greater than that outside standard

metropolitan areas. Nevertheless, the 16.6 percent

net Increase In dwelling units outside standard met-

ropolitan areas for the 63/4 years between 1950

and 1956 was virtually equal to the 17.3 percent

Increase outside standard metropolitan areas for the

entire 10 years between 1940 and 1950. In contrast,

the 23.4 percent Increase Inside the standard metro-

politan areas for the 6 3/4-year period 1950 to 1956

was somewhat less than the 28.3 percent Increase for

the previous 10 years, although the average annual

percentage Increase for the more recent period was

greater.

Within standard metropolitan areas, there was a

wide difference between the net Increase outside and

Inside the central cities. Outside the central

cities, the net Increase In the number of dwelling

units since 1950 was approximately four times the

Increase In central cities, and the percentage In-

crease was about six times as much.

The average annual net gain of 714,000 units

from 1950 to 1956 outside central cities In standard

metropolitan areas was over twice the average annual

Increase of 323,000 units for the decade 1940 to

1950; central cities suffered a reverse trendâthe

1950-1956 average annual net gain of 172,000 units

was below the 1940-1950 average annual gain of

242,000 units. However, such a trend Is to be ex-

pected when It Is noted that central cities generally

have been almost completely built up for a number

of years.

Percentagewise, the growth of the West was more

rapid than that of the other regions; the percentage

Increase In the West since 1950 was about twice that

of the Northeast and North Central Regions and one

and one-half times that of the South (table C). In

terms of the net increase In the number of dwelling

units, however, growth was greatest In the South,

Table Ð¡ NIT CHANGES IN THE BDDSING Ð©Ð£ÐÐÐÐ, 1950 TO 1956

Inrentory of dwelling
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where It was about 40 percent higher than In any of

the three other regions. Compared with the growth

In the previous decade, the 1950-1956 average annual

gain In the number of dwelling units In each of the

four regions was roughly one and one-half times that

of Its respective 1940-1950 average annual gain.

Table D Illustrates sonÂ» summary characteris-

tics of the new construction Inventory compared with

those of units which have disappeared since 1950

(demolition and other losses). This table also sum-

marizes changes between 1950 and 1956 In the char-

acteristics of "same" units. The characteristics of

all dwelling units created or removed from the hous-

ing Inventory since 1950 are presented In detailed

tables 1 and 2.

Characteristics of units created or removed.â

Dwelling units removed by conversion Involved roughly

one and one-half times as many owner-occupied units

as renter-occupied unitsâapproximately 393,000 and

236,000, respectively (table 2). By 1956, these

units had been converted to 397,000 owner-occupied

and 826,000 renter-occupied units (table 1). Virtu-

ally all of the Increment of dwelling units became

additions to the renter-occupied sector. This pat-

tern was similar for the various geographic subdivi-

sions of the Nation.

With respect to the quality of dwelling units

Involved In conversion, the number of units reported

as "not dilapidated, with all plumbing facilities"

doubled (from 494,000 to 911,000) while the number

of units either dilapidated or lacking some plumbing

facilities tripled (from 146,000 to 434,000). Vir-

tually all the geographic subdivisions of the Nation

reported approximately the same relative Increase

for "not dilapidated, with all facilities" units.

Within standard metropolitan areas, however, the In-

crease In the number of units which were dilapidated

or lacked facilities after conversion was greater In

central cities than outside central cities.

The process of merger more frequently Involved

units which were renter-occupied In 1950. The effect

on tenure was the reverse of that caused by conver-

sion. Mergers tended to remove units exclusively

from the renter supply, while leaving the number

of owner-occupied units unchanged. Between 1950

and 1956, about 379,000 owner-occupied and 879,000

renter-occupied units In the United States (table 2)

were merged to 371,000 owner-occupied units and

234,000 renter-occupied units (table 1). This pat-

tern was fairly uniform throughout the various geo-

graphic subdivisions.

With respect to over-all housing quality, merg-

ers tended to Improve this aspect of housing by

reducing the number of dwelling units (from 772,000

to 185,000) which were dilapidated or lacked some

plumbing facilities. This reduction was greater In-

side than outside standard metropolitan areas.

About 85 percent of the 1,131,000 units demol-

ished In the period 1950 to 1956 had been renter-

occupied or vacant In 1950 (table 2). Inside central

cities of standard metropolitan areas, 91 percent

of all demolished units had been renter-occupied

-.-â¢â¢ vacant In 1950, whereas this was true for only

69 percent of the demolished units not In central

cities. Outside standard metropolitan areas, the

proportion of demolished units which had been renter-

occupied or vacant was 82 percent. Among regions,

the proportions ranged from 81 to 93 percent.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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Table Dâsratnua CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED Ð¾Ð¾Ð¼ÑÐ°ÑÐ³Ð³Ð· OF CHANOI, 1956 AND 1950

("..." Indicates too few sample cauta ÐÐ¾Ñ reliable median)

1936

1950

1956

1990

1996

1950

Area and subject

NW con-

struc-

tion

Same

Demoli-

tion and

other

loss

Sane

New con-

struc-

tion

Sane

Demoli-

tion and

other

loss

Same

New con-

struc-

tion

Same

Demoli-

tion and

other

loss

Same

UNITED SUIXS

Total

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Ibtal nusber of units

10,920,000

76.3

41,453,000

58.2

2,544,000

27.6

41,453,000

58.9

6,763,000

77.6

23,1*9,000

54.2

1,294,000

23.5

23,149,000

54.5

4,157,000

74.1

18,304,000

1,250,000

32.7

18,304,000

iVaer occupied (percent of

64.0

64.9

Hot dilap., with all fÃ¡cil,

(percent of total rptg *)..â¢â¢â¢
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the 1950 Census of Housing characteristics were not

available or the units could not be Identified with

the 1956 addresses. Therefore, the comparison of

the shifts In occupancy status, condition and plumb-

Ing, and rent or value are limited to those "same"

units for which both 1950 and 1956 data are avail-

able. As a result, the numbers of "same" units cited

below tend to be understatements of the total num-

bers In the categories. The percentages, however,

would not be subject to this understatement If the

units with no 1950 data are similar to those with

both 1950 and 1956 data.

A sizable number of units In the Nation shifted

from owner to renter occupancy as well as ÐÐ³Ð¾Ñ

renter to owner. Of the 1950 owner-occupied group

In the United States, about 2,587,000 units or 12

percent became renter occupied In 1956. Conversely,

about 2,123,000 units or 14 percent of the 1950

renter-occupied units became owner occupied by 1956.

Percentagewise, there was little variation by geo-

graphic subdivisions In the shift from 1950 owner

to 1956 renter occupancy. However, the Incidence of

shift from renter to owner was lower Inside central

cities than either outside central cities or outside

standard metropolitan areas (table 3).

For nonwhltes, the major source of additional

housing between 1950 and 1956 came from units for-

merly occupied by white householdsâapproximately

745,000 units in the United States came from this

source. Such units accounted for 25 percent of the

"same" units occupied by nonwhltes In 1956. Non-

white occupancy in 1956 of units occupied by whites

In 1950 varied widely among geographic areas. In-

side standard metropolitan areas, 31 percent of the

housing occupied by nonwhltes In 1956 had been occu-

pied by white households in 1950 compared with only

14 percent outside standard metropolitan areas. This

type of shift In occupancy varied even more widely

by regions; for the South the figure was 12 percent;

for the West it was 53 percent; for the North Cen-

tral, 41 percent; and for the Northeast, 33 percent.

At the same time, about 140,000 units In the

United States occupied by nonwhites In 1950 were oc-

cupied by white households by 1956. This number

accounted for only 0.5 percent of the housing occu-

pied by white households In the Nation In 1956.

With respect to condition and plumbing facili-

ties, the over-all quality of "same" units In 1956

showed improvement over 1950. Nevertheless, some

downgrading as well as upgrading took place. In the

United States, about 3,412,000 units were upgraded

from "lacking facilities or dilapidated" to "not

dilapidated, with all facilities" between 1950 and

1956. During the same period, about 1,285,000 units

were downgraded from "not dilapidated, with all fac-

ilities" to "lacking plumbing facilities or dilapi-

dated." Both the number upgraded and relative rate

of upgrading outside standard metropolitan areas

exceeded that occurring Inside standard metropolitan

areas. Nearly 2 million of the upgraded units and

only slightly In excess of one-half million down-

graded units were located outside of standard metro-

politan areas. Within standard metropolitan areas,

the corresponding figures were 1 1/2 million units

upgraded and 3/4 million units downgraded. The

1 1/2 million upgraded units were divided evenly be-

tween central cities and areas outside the central

cities. However, of the units which were downgraded,

UNITED STATES
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-1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWKLLING OMITS CREATED SINCE 1930

("..." iridicates ÑÐµÐ³Ð¾ Ð¾Ñ less than 500)

Characteristic

United States

Total

Units changed by--

Converslon

Merger

Units added throughâ

New

construction

Other

sources

Total dwelling units

YEAR BUILT

April 1950 to 1956

1940 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to 4 dwelling units

5 dwelling unite or more

OCCUPANCY STATUS

Occupied....Â«â¢.â¢.â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢.â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢

Owner

Renter

Vacant

Available for rent............

Available for sale only

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2

3 and Ð

5 and 6 rooms.

7 rooms or more.

Not reported

Owner occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rocas

5 and 6 rooms...

7 rooms or more

Not reported................................

Renter occupied

1 and 2 rocas

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms.

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling unite

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied.................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

UNITED STATES
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Table l 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SDCE 1930âCm.

(â¢â¢â¢â¢" Indicates aero or leso than 300)

ChA Ð³Ð°Ñ ter Is tic

Inside standard metropolitan areas â Total

Unite changed

by-

Unite added

Inaide standard metropolitan areas â

In central cities

Units clianged

by-

units added

through-

Total

through--

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Nev con-

Other

sources

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

structlon

TEAK ÐÐÐ/Ð

April 195O to 1956

8,469,000

880,000

371,000

6,763,000

451,000

2,877,000

573,000

266,000

1,783,000

255,000

1940 to (torch 1950

6,763,000

226,000

88,000

1,342,000

46,000

55,000

26,000

14,000

330,000

1,000

6,763,000

145,000

39,000

231,000

36,000

1,783,000

78,000

45,000

11,000

17,000

538,000

6,000

15,650

1,783JOOO

51,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS Of DWELLING UNITS CREATE) SINCI 1950âCOD.

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard Metropolitan ti Ñ

Not In central cities

Units changed

by-

Uni to added

through â

Outride standard Â«etropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Unite added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conrer-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

YKAR BOUT

April 1950 to 1956

5,589,000

307,000

106,000

4,960,000

196,000

5,423,000

496,000

277,000

4,157,000

492,000

1940 to Harch 1950

4,980,000

148,000

44,000

387,000

29,000

44,000

18,000

242,000

3,000

11,000

3,000

91,000

4,980,000

93,000

22,000

54,000

26,000

4,157,000

251,000

101,000

848,000

66,000

50,000

14,000

430,000

UNITED STATES
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Tiible 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CHEATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or lese tban 500)

United States

Characteristic

N

Unite changed by â

Units added through--

Total

Conversion

Merger

construction

New

Other

sources

Total occupied dwelling units

12,382,000

1,223,000

605,000

9,788,000

766,000

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

11,507,000

875,000

1,038,000

185,000

527,000

78,000

9,298,000

490,000

644,000

122,000

NUMBER OF PERSOKS

1,003,000

2,930,000

2,668,000

3,010,000

2,771,000

263,000

432,000

217,000

â¢ 160,000

152,000

55,000

142,000

99,000

103,000

206,000

510,000

2,116,000

2,270,000

2,616,000

2,275,000

175,000

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

240,000

83,000

131,000

137,000

3,581,000

797,000

221,000

2,185,000

378,000

$20 to $39

140,000

522,000

766,000

878,000
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Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SUBI 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or lees than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areasâTotal

Units changed

by-

Unite added

through--

Inside standard metropolitan areas â

In central cities

Units changed

by--

Units added

through â

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied dwelling unite.

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

7,839,000

787,000

356,000

6,301,000

395,000

2,702,000

506,000

257,000

1,704,000

235,000

Nonwhite

7,328,000

511,000

645,000

142,000

288,000

67,000

6,065,000

236,000

329,000

66,000

2,335,000

368,000

387,000

119,000

190,000

66,000

1,571,000

133,000

186,000

49,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

579,000

1,828,000

1,749,000

UNITED STATES
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Table I,â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas â

Not in central cities

Units changed

by--

Unite added

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units Ñ hung e d

by-

Units added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Hew con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied dwelling units.

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

5,136,000

281,000

99,000

4,597,000

160,000

4,544,000

437,000

250,000

3,487,000

371,000

4,993,000

ÐÐ.ÐÐÐ

258,000

23,000

98,000

1,000

4,494,000

143,000

17,000

4,179,000

364,000

394,000

43,000

238,000

11,000

3,232,000

255,000

315,000

56,000

llomhlte

102,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

250,000

1,056,000

1,209,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 2 1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS ROOTED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1990

("..." indicatÂ«a zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

United States

Units changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units loet through--

Total dwelling unite

TEAR BUILT

1940 to March 1990

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported.....................â¢.Â«.â¢Â».â¢.â¢Â«

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

Of STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to Ð duelling units

5 dwelling unite or ÑÐ³Ðµ............â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units..................

1 and 2 rooms...............................

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 room

7 reeve or more.............................

Not reported..â¢â¢.â¢.â¢.....â¢...........â¢......

Owner occupied..........................

1 and 2 room

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms...............................

7 rooms or more...............;.,......,....

Not reported.......

Renter occupied

1 and 2 rooms...............................

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms...............................

7 rooms or ÑÑÐ³Ðµ.............................

Not reported................................

Vacant..................................

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Owner occupied

Not dilapidated:

With an facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Renter occ\^led.........................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Vacant...

4,533,000

593,000

294,000

2,931,000

716,000

2,196,000

1,656,000

662,000

4,533,000

UNITED STATES
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Table 2.â1950 CHAHACTHUSTICS OF IVHJJtW UNITS HHOYED FROM THE IMVENTORX SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or lesa ihan 500)

Inside standard metropolitan areasâ Total

Inside standard metropolitan areasâ

In central cities

Characteristic

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

DÃ©moli.

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

tion

2,481,000

422,000

765,000

Â«3,000

651,000

1,714,000

271,000

544,000

512,000

387,000

TEAR BUILT

261,000

142,000

1,729,000

25,000

21,000

351,000

24,000

44,000

35,000

663,000

23,000

63,000

17,000

395,000

168,000

128,000

68,000

319,000

135,000

107,000

64,000

1,290,000

253,000

8,000

11,000

241,000

11,000

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 2,â19Â» CHARACraiSTICS Of WELLING UNITS RZHJVZD FROM THE INÃBRORT SINCE 1950~Con.

("..." indicateÂ« cero or less than 5OO)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas â

Not In central cities

Oblta changed

D7--

unite lost

throughââ

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

ÐªÑ-

Obits loet

through â

Total

Conrer-

alon

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

Total

Ð¡Ð¾Ð¿ÑÐµÐ³-

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

SiOD

Ð¥Ð¨ BUILT

767,000

151,000

221,000

131,000

264,000

2,052,000

246,000

556,000

488,000

762,000

NUMBER OF tVELLINO UNIE

IN STROCTURE

154,000

78,000

439,000

96,000

18,000

10,000

110,000

13,000

21,000

15,000

1B2,000

3,000

20,000

4,000

75,000

33,000

95,000

50,000

72,000

48,000

332,000

152,000

1,203,000

366,000

27,000

7,000

206,000

UNITED STATES

Table 2.--1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF IVKLUNO UNITS REMOVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates xero or less than 500)

Characteristic

United States

Total

Unite changed by-

conversion

Merger

Unite lost through--

Other means

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling unite....

White

Â»Â»white

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfara unite

Less thÂ«" J2O

Â»20 to Â»39

Â»40 to Â»59

Â»60 to 179

Â»Ð²Ð¾ to $99

Â»100 or more......................â¢,..â¢

Mo cash rent or rent not reported......

VALUE OF PROPERTY

Owner-occupied nonfarm unite1......

Leas than Â»4,000

Â»4,000 to Â»5,999

Â»6,000 to Â»7,999

je,000 to Â»9,999

Â»10,000 to Â»14,999

Â»13,000 or core

Hot reported...........................

3,962,000

3,346,000

636,000

2,426,000

581,000

911,000

385,000

115,000

15,000

28,000

390,000

673,000

249,000

78,000

80,000

63,000

81,000

55,000

65,000

629,000

1,257,000

571,000

58,000

228,000

1,131,000

126,000

851,000

23,000

74,000

69,000

22,000

7,000

4,000

29,000

286,000

171,000

331,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REMDVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas â Total

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Inside standard metropolitan areas â

In central cities

Units changed

by-

Units lost

throughââ

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

DenDll-

tlon

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Total occupied dwelling units.

White

2,286,000

397,000

733,000

560,000

595,000

1,596,000

254,000

522,000

454,000

367,000

CONTRACT HJNTHLÃ RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarm units...

1,884,000

402,000

356,000

41,000

632,000

101,000

382,000

178,000

514,000

82,000

1,249,000

348,000

219,000

35,000

427,000

95,000

283,000

170,000

319,000

48,000

1,530,000

159,000

514,000

UNITED STATES
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Table 2,â1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REMOVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates zero or less than 500}

Inside standard metropolitan areas--

Hot in central cities

Outside etandard metropolitan areas

Characteristic

Units changed

by-

Units lost

throughâ -

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through-

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Deiroll-

tion

Other

means

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling units.

690,000

144,000

212,000

107,000

228,000

1,696,000

232,000

524,000

377,000

563,000

635,000

55,000

137,000

7,000

205,000

6,000

99,000

8,000

194,000

34,000

1,462,000

234,000

216,000

16,000

499,000

25,000

300,000

77,000

448,000

115,000

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarm units...

341,000

45,000

135,000

56,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

-1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING DNITS CREATED SINCE 1930

(-..." indicates ÐºÐ³Ð¾ or lees than 5OO)

Characteristic

NorthGiiet

Unite changed by-

conversion

Merger

Units added throughâ

New

construction

Other

sources

Total dwelling unite.â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢*â¢â¢â¢

IZAR BUILT

April 1950 to 19%

1940 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to 4 dwelling unite

5 dwelling unite or more

OCCUPANCY STATUS

Occupied

Owner.

Renter

Vacant

Available for rent..

Available for sale only...................

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling unite

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 roans

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more.

Not reported

Owner occupied.

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Renter occupied.........................

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBINii FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

NORTHEAST
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Table 1 1956 CHARACTERISTICS Of WELLING UNITS CHEATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates eero or less than 500)

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Cbv&cterlstic

Units changed

by-

Unite added

through-

Units changed

DJ--

Unite added

through-

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

2,254,000

304,000

124,000

1,743,000

84, OX

830, OX

109, COO

46, OX

620, OX

55, OX

TEAR BOUT

April 19W to 194ft...,.,.

1,743,XO

36,000

15,000

Â¿55,000

4,000

1,743,000

620, OX

11, OX

6, OX

183, OX

9, OX

620, OX

1940 to March 1950

13,000

9,000

282,000

2,000

2,000

119,000

21,OX

4,000

54, OX

4,000

2,000

2,OX

105, OX

2,XO
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Table 1 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SIHCÃ 1950âCon.

("..." indica tec aero or less than 500)

Northeast

Characteristic

Unite chai

Â«ed by--

Unite added 1

Jirough--

Conversion

Merger

construction

New

Otber

sources

2,728,000

371,000

156,000

2,084,000

117.000

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

2,623,000

105 000

345 000

142 000

2 032 000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

192 000

76 000

10 000

623,000

122 000

38 000

440 000

23 000

646,000

69 000

27 000

538 000

688,000

57 000

25 000

569 000

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

580,000

46,000

56,000

457,000

21,000

833,000

230,000

37,000

497,000

70,000

3,000

1,000

2,000

$20 to $39

88,000

36,000

4,000

39.000

8 000

$40 to $59

171,000

65.000

U 000

82 000

11 000

NORTHEAST
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Table 1.--1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWKLLINO UNITS CRIATZD SINCE 1950âCoo.

("..." Indicates zero or leas than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Unite changed

by-

Units added

through â

Outalde standard metropolitan areas

UnÃ U; changed

bj-

Units added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

eion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied dwelling unite.

COUÂ« OF OCCUPANTS

2,085,000

282,000

117,000

1,612,000

74,000

644,000

89,000

39,000

472,000

43,000

MMBER OF PERSONS

1,988,000

97,000

256,000

26,000

103,000

14,000

1,568,000

43,000

61,000

13,000

635,000

9,000

89,000

39,000

463,000

9,000

43,000

UO.OOO

469,000

502,000

524,000

449,000

61,000

99,000

52,000

39,000
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Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS Of WKLLIMB UNITS REMOVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Northeast

Characteristic

Units changed by â

Units lost through â

Total

Conversion

Merger

Demolition

Other oeans

934,000

199,000

349,000

207,000

179,000

YEAR BUILT

74,000

18,000

714,000

128,000

7,000

7,000

180,000

5,000

12,000

10,000

322,000

4,000

6,000

49,000

1,000

107,000

22,000

NUâER OF WELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

104,000

97,000

300,000

Â«5,000

209,000

130,000

48,000

21,000

313,000

36,000

60,000

25,000

122,000

109,000

40,000

31,000

NWCEH OF ROOffi

934,000

199,000

349,000

207,000

179,000

178,000

342,000

197,000

128,000

90,000

5,000

22,000

69,000

95,000

8,000

NORTHEAST
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Table Z,â1950 CHaHACTHUSTICS OF Ð¨Ð¨ÐÐ® UNITS RDDVH) FROM THE INVENTOR! SINCE 195O--Con.

("..." indicates zero or lese than 500)

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Characteristic

Units changed

by--

Doits lost

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

TotÂ«!

'.'.!" 'Ui'j.- -

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Conver-

sion

ferger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

725,000

143,000

260,000

197,000

126,000

209,000

56,000

89,000

10,000

54,000

Ð¢Ð¬ÐÐ ÐÐ¨1Ð¢

55,000

15,000

531,000

12-1,000

5,000

5,000

128,000

4,000

12,000

9,000

239,000

1,000

6,000

32,000

1,000

70,000

22,000

19,000

3,000

183,000

5,000

1,000

2,000

52,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

84,000

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table Â¿. â 1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REMOVED FROH THE INVENTORY SINCE 195O--Ð¡Ð¸Ð».

("..." indicates Ð²ÐµÑÐ¾ or leas than 500)

Nor the Ð²Ð² t

Cbaraotarletlo

Unite eh

â¢nged by--

Units loet

through--

COLOR ÐÐ¢ OCCUPAHI5

Conversion

Ãrger

Demolition

Other means

836,000

187,000

333,000

154,000

162,000

756,000

179,000

318,000

107,000

152.000

COpraiACT MONTHLY KENT

81,000

8,000

15.000

47,000

Ð 000

504,000

66,000

208,000

138,000

92,000

97,000

5,000

39,000

34.000

19 000

|20 to $39

204,000

25,000

77,000

71 000

31 000

$40 to $59

94 000

20 000

54 QOO

11 000

29 000

7 000

12 000

.*.

2 000

1 000

1***

7,000

2,000

3,000

3 000

VALUE OF FROPERTT

6 000

24,000

22 000

19 000

140,000

86,000

7,000

NORTHEAST
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Table 2 1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS ÐÐÐÐÐÐ FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

(*..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Ð¡Ð¬Ð°Ð³ÑÑ terlstlc

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by--

Units lort

throughâ

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling unite*

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoll-

tlon

Other

vans

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Dencll-

tlon

Otter

neans

638,000

135,000

248,000

W4.000

112,000

199,000

52,000

86,000

10,000

51,000

557,000

81,000

127,000

8,000

232,000

15,000

97,000

101,000

11,000

199,000

93,000

52,000

16,000

86,000

48,000

10,000

5,000

51,000

24,000

CONTRACT M3NTHLÃ RENT

Henter-oceupied noniarm unite*..

47,000

411,000

50,000

161,000

132,000

69,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

-1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950

(Â«..." indicates Â«ÐµÐ³Ð¾ or leee than 500)

Characteristic

North Central

Total

Units changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units added through-

Mew

construction

Total duelling units

YZAR BUILT

April 1950 to 1956

1940 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to 4 dwelling units

5 dwelling units or more

OCCUPANCY STATUS

Occupied.â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢Ñâ¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢â¢.........

Owner

Renter

Vacant

Available for rent

Available for sale only.

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Owner occupied

1 and 2 rooms..

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms..

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Renter occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

NORTH CENTRAL
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Table 1 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DUELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1930âCon.

("..." Indicates ÑÐµÐ³Ð¾ or less than 300)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Unite changed

by-

Unite added

through-

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Unite ch&nged

BY~

Units added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New conÂ«

atructlon

Other

eourcea

Total

Conver-

â¢ion

Merger

New con-

etructlon

Other

sources

Total dwelling unite

2,120,000

274,000

112,000

1,629,000

105,000

1,211,000

178,000

1Â«,000

796,000

132,000

ÅAB BUILT

iprll 19Â» to 1956

19W to March 1950

1,629,000

29,000

13,000

A32,000

17,000

9,000

7,000

255,000

3,000

7,000

1,000

103,000

1,629,000

13,000

5,000

74,000

796,000

60,000

11,000

317,000

26,000

13,056

U.OOÃ

90,000

796,000
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Table 1 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCm.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Units changed by â

North Central

Units added through â

Total

Conversion

Merger

New

construction

Other

sources

3,040,000

419,000

201,000

2,229,000

192,000

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

2,908,000

132,000

368,000

51,000

181,000

20,000

2,183,000

45,000

176,000

16,000

Nonvhite

NUMBER OF PERSONS

252,000

718,000

642,000

782,000

646,000

90,000

144,000

73,000

66,000

45,000

27,000

59,000

23,000

42,000

50,000

102,000

456,000

525,000

634,000

512,000

33,000

59,000

21,000

Â¿o.out

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

39,000

721,000

270,000

77,000

2%, 000

77,000

Leas than $20

31,000

86,000

157,000

208,000

NORTH CENTRAL
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Table 1.--1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or lese than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units added

through â

Outaide standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied dvelling units.

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

1,991,000

253, 000

108,000

1,535,000

95,000

1,049,000

166,000

93,000

693,000

97,000

Honwhite

1,872,000

119,000

203,000

51,000

88,000

20,000

1,501,000

34,000

81,000

14,000

1,036,000

13,000

166,000

93,000

682,000

11,000

95,000

2,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

138,000

458,000

458,000

514,000

424,000

48,000
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Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS Of DWELL!Â« BNITS HOOTED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 19Â»

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

North Central

Units changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units lost through--

Other meaos

Total dwelling units...... Â».....Â«.â¢â¢.â¢â¢

ÃEAR BUILT

1940 to March 195U

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported.

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit.............................

2 to * dwelling units

5 dwelling units or more.....

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 room?.

7 rooms or more.......

Not reported

Owner occupied.

1 and 2 rooms.

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms.................

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Renter occupied.

1 and 2 rooms.................

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant..................................

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Owner occupied...........

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Vacant..................................

1,234,000

125,000

71,000

838,000

200,000

487,000

499,000

247,000

NORTH CENTRAL
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Table Â¿. â 1950 CHAHACTHUSTICS OF DUELLING UNITS RMJYED Fli.Â« THE INVENTOR! SINCE 1950â Con.

("..." indicates zero or lees than 500}

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Characteristic

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

DemolÃ.

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

tion

696,000

130,000

219,000

170,000

177,000

538,000

85,000

202,000

85,000

165,000

ÃEAR BOIU

5*, 000

13,000

561,000

67,OOO

5,000

4,000

116,000

5,000

8,000

6,000

201,000

3,000

19,000

22,000

2,000

130,000

24,000

70,000

58,000

277,000

133,000

5,000

25,000

1,000

169,000

7,000

20,000

37,000

66

COMPONENTS OF CHANCE

Table 2.â19Â» CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REM3VED FROM THE INVENTORY SINGE 19501-Con.

("..." indicates Ð²ÐµÐ³Ð¾ or less than 500)

Characteristic

North Central

Units changed by-.

Dolts lost through-

Other neans

OOLOB OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling units...Â«

White

Nonwhlte

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarm unite......

Less than Â»20

$20 to Â»39

Â«40 to Â»59

Â»60 to Â»79

Â»80 to Â»99

Â»100 or ÑÑÐµ

No cash rent or rent not reported

VALUE OF PROPERTY

Owner-occupied nonfarm units1......

Less than Â»4,000

Â»4,000 to Â»5,999

Â»6,000 to Â»7,999

Â»8,000 to Â»9,999

Â»10,000 to Â»14,999

Â»19,000 or Â«ÑÐ³Ðµ

Not reported

1,116,000

1,020,000

96,000

681,000

146,000

276,000

126,000

34,000

7,000

7,000

85,000

206,000

76,000

22,000

29,000

29,000

25,000

11,000

15,000

206,000

194,000

12,000

74,000

5,000

21,000

29,000

6,000

4,000

1,000

8,000

11,000

12,000

18,000

26,000

23,000

6,000

4,000

403,000

378,000

NORTH CENTRAL
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Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REMOVED ÐÐÐÐ THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Unite changed

by-

Units lost

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units loat

throughâ

Total

tiirougliâ -

Total

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

nans

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

â¢eans

Total occupied dwelling units.

666,000

124,000

214,000

164,000

164,000

451,000

82,000

189,000

66,000

114,000

CONTRACT HOHTHLY RENT

Ren ter- occupied nonfann units...

575,000

90,000

112,000

12,000

189,000

25,000

119,000

45,000

155,000

9,000

445,000

5,000

82,000

22,000

189,000

66,000

31,000

110,000

5,000

460,000

52,000

154,000

131,000

123,000

221,000
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE
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COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 1.--1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

South

Unite changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units added throughâ

New

construction

Total dwelling units

YEAR BUILT

April 1950 to 1956

1940 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or ei Mer

Not reporta

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit..

2 to 4 dwelling units

5 dwelling units or more

OCCUPANCY STATUS

Occupied

Owner

Renter

Vacant.........â¢..â¢..â¢.â¢.â¢..â¢....â¢â¢.........

Available for rent...

Available for sale only...Â«.........Â«â¢.â¢â¢â¢

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms

7 rocÃos or more.............................

Not reported

Owner occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms..

7 rooms or more

Not reported................................

Renter occupied.

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms.....

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied..........................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

SOUTH

77

Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CHEATED SINCE 1950âCcn.

("..." indicates zero or leas than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units added

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

byâ

Units added

through-

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Nev con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total dwelling unite

2,276,000

217,000

105,000

1,847,000

107,000

2,392,000

161,000

98,000

1,923,000

209,000

ÃEAR BOILT

ipril 1950 to 1956

1, 847,000

76,000

33,000

305,000

16,000

20,000

15,000

176,000

6,000

11,000

10,000

84,000

1,847,000

45,000

8,000

45,000

10,000

1,923,000

125,000

73,000

248,000

23,000

26,000

10,000

123,000

2,000

78

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWHJ.1NG UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

South.

Characteristic

Units chai

iged byâ -

Uni to added t

hrough-â

Conversion

Merger

construction

New

Other

sour ÑÐµÐ²

4,083,000

306,000

193,000

3,334,000

249,000

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

3,535,000

209,000

152,000

3.003 000

171 000

Nonvhite

548,000

97,000

41,000

331,000

78,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

315,000

69,000

18,000

195 000

34 OOO

965,000

119,000

40,000

713,000

93,000

873,000

49,000

37,000

754 000

33 OOO

943,000

26,000

28,000

857,000

33 OOO

COWKACT MONTHLY REMT

987,000

43,000

71,000

816,000

56,000

1,204,000

211,000

68,000

814,000

111,000

97,000

30,000

7,000

56 000

SOUTH
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Table 1.--1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by--

Unite added

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Unite added

through â

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied dwelling unite.

Ð¡ÐÐ¨1 OF OCCUPANTS

2,055,000

173,000

101,000

1,697,000

84,000

2,028,000

133,000

93,000

1,637,000

165,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

1,812,000

243,000

111,000

62,000

71,000

30,000

1,572,000

125,000

58,000

27,000

1,723,000

304,000

98,000

35,000

81,000

11,000

1,431,000

207,000

113,000

52,000

139,000

451,000

457,000

501,000

33,000

77,000

80
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Table 2...1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REM3VED ÐÐÐÐ THE INVENTORY SINCÃ 1950

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

South

Total

Units changed byâ

Merger

Units lost through--

Total dwelling units

ÃEAR BUILT

19/.0 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported...............*..-..-..-....--.

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to Ð dwelling units.......................

5 dwelling units or more....................

NUMBER OF ROOrS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 rooms....*....,...........

3 and 4 rooms..........

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Owner occupied..........................

1 and 2 rooms...................

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms...............................

7 rooms or more.............................

Not reported................................

Renter occupied.

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms...............................

7 rooms or more.............................

Not reported................................

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBINO FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Owner occupied..........................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Renter occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Vacant...

1,689,000

276,000

138,000

1,004,000

271,000

1,011,000

530,000

148,000

1,689,000

SOUTH

81

Table 2.â1950 CHAHACTHIISTIGS OF DWELLING UNITS REMOVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

(Ð¿...Ð¸ Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Otter

means

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

TEAR BUT LT

699,000

102,000

223,000

222,000

152,000

990,000

82,000

208,000

294,000

407,000

92,000

52,000

Â¿74,000

81,000

9,000

16,000

26,000

15,000

162,000

19,000

4O,000

13,000

57,000

42,000

184,000

85,000

531,000

190,000

15,000

4,000

60,000

3,000

27,000

35,000

139,000

8,000

36,000

26,000

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Ð¢Â«Ð«Ðµ 2,â1950 CHARACTERISTICS ÐÐ¢ DWLLINQ UNIE ÐÐÐ¡Ð£Ð¨ FROM Ð¢Ð¨ INVBITOHI SIMCZ 1950.-Coo.

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Sooth

Character la tic

Units ob

anged byâ

Units lost

thrnngh â

Conversion

Merger

Denolltion

Other neans

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

1,454,000

170,000

411,000

452,000

Â«1,000

1 Oil 000

136 000

329 000

295 000

252 000

442,000

35,000

81,000

157 000

169 000

CONDUCT MONTHLY RENT

901,000

62,000

288,000

291,000

260,000

294 000

12 000

80 000

86,000

116,000

281 000

20 000

113 000

102 000

47 000

112 000

13 000

42 000

38 000

19,000

29 000

3,000

10,000

10,000

6,000

1 000

1 000

14,000

1,000

7,000

6,000

171 000

14 000

35 000

55 000

67 000

VALUE OF HtQPERTT

194,000

73,000

43,000

SOUTH
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Table 2,â1950 CHARACTHUSTICS OF DWELLING UNITS REM3VED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by--

Units lost

through- -

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

throughâ-

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total uccupied dwelling units.

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Otter

â¢Bane

646,000

93,000

213,000

204,000

135,000

808,000

77,000

197,000

247,000

286,000

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarm units...

430,000

215,000

74,000

19,000

156,000

57,000

124,000

80,000

76,000

59,000

581,000

227,000

61,000

16,000

173,000

24,000

171,000

76,000

176,000

110,000

456,000

37,000

156,000

167,000

96,000

84

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE
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Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Total

Unite changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units added throughâ

New

construction

Total dwelling units

YEAR BUILT

April 1950 to 1956

19Â«) to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported

NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to k dwelling unitÂ«

5 dwelling units or more

OCCUPANCY STATUS

Occupied

Owner

Renter

Vacant ...â¢

Available for rent...

Available for aale only

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 roans.

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more.

Not reported.....

Owner occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms...............................

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Renter occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Owner occupied

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported........

Renter occupied

Hot dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported..

WEST
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Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Unite changed

by-

Units added

through-

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Unite added

through-

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Totel

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

YEAH BUILT

April 1950 to 1956

1,815,000

85,000

31,000

1,544,000

155,000

990,000

49,000

29,000

817,000

95,000

1940 to March 1950

1,544,000

85,000

26,000

150,000

9,000

13,000

4,000

68,000

6,000

1,000

23,000

1,544,000

66,000

22,000

59,000

8,000

817,000

55,000

11,000

100,000

7,000

10,000

2,000

37,000

9,000

2,000
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Table 1 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WEIJ.IIIfi UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates zero or lesa than 500)

Characteristic

Dolts changed by-

West

Units added throughâ

Total

Conversion

Har(Â«r

construction

New

Other

sources

2,531,000

127,000

55,000

2,141,000

208,000

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

2,441,000

90,000

116,000

11,000

52,000

4,000

2,080,000

62,000

193,000

14,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

245,000

624,000

506,000

597,000

559,000

28,000

46,000

25,000

11,000

17,000

6,000

11,000

8,000

30,000

134,000

507,000

453,000

557,000

491,000

83,000

65,000

17,000

21,000

21,000

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

823,000

85,000

39,000

578,000

120,000

$40 to $59

10,000

58,000

164,000

265,000

156,000

100,000

70,000

WEST
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Table 1.â1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less thin 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units added

through--

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units added

through â

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

New con-

struction

Other

sources

Total occupied duelling unite.

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

1,708,000

78,000

30,000

1,457,000

142,000

824,000

49,000

25,000

685,000

65,000

tora/hite

1,656,000

52,000

76,000

3,000

27,000

4,000

1,424,000

33,000

130,000

12,000

785,000

38,000

41,000

8,000

25,000

656,000

29,000

64,000

2,000

NUMBER OF PERSONS

163,000

451,000

332,000

396,000

366,000

19,000
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Table 2 1950 CHARACTERISTICS CF DWELLING UNIE REMDVED FROM THE IHVBTTCRY SIHCÃ 1950

("..." indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

West

Total

Units changed byâ

Merger

units lost throughâ

Other mans

Total dwelling units

YEAR BUILT

1940 to March 1950

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier

Not reported.

NUMBER OF Ð¨ÐÐ¨ÐÐ UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

2 to 4 dwelling units

5 dwelling units or norc........

NUMBER OF ROOK

Total dwelling units..................

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported

Owner occupied.......

1 and 2 rooms................

3 and 4 rooms

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported...............................

Renter occupied

1 and 2 rooms

3 and 4 rooms...............................

5 and 6 rooms

7 rooms or more

Not reported................................

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUrBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling units.............

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied..........................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied.........................

Not dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or f acili ties not reported

Vacant

676,000

118,000

66,000

375,000

117,000

398,000

201,000

77,000

WEST
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Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS REM3VED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." indicates zero or lees than 500)

Characteristic

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through--

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

ÑÑÐ² BUILT

361,000

4B,ooo

63,000

54,000

196,000

315,000

23,000

57,000

99,000

136,000

59,000

61,000

163,000

78,000

6,000

3,000

27,000

12,000

8,000

12,000

34,000

53,000

62,000

47,000

59,000

5,000

213,000

39,000

5,000

9,000

4,000

39,000

4,000

23,000

22,000

NUMBER OF WELLING UNITS

IN STRUCTURE

4,000
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Table 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTIC OF DWELLING UNITS RQCVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("..." Indicates zero or less than 500)

Characteristic

West

Total

Unite changed byâ

Units lost throughâ

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling units....

White

Nonwhite

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

576,000

558,000

18,000

67,000

64,000

3,000

111,000

107,000

4,000

102,000

95,000

7,000

297,000

293,000

4,000

Renter-occupied nonfarn units

Less than $20..........................

$20 to Ã-, '

$40 to Â»59

$60 to $79

$80 to $99

$100 or ÑÐ³Ðµ

No cash rent or rent not reported

VALUE OF PROPERTY

Owner-occupied nonfarm unite1......

Less than $Â«,000

$4,000 to $5,999

$6,000 to $7,999

$3,000 to $9,999

$10,000 to $14,999

$15,000 or more........................

Not reported...........................

341,000

45,000

150,000

53,000

23,000

5,000

1,000

64,000

134,000

65,000

21,000

10,000

9,000

10,000

9,000

10,000

26,000

2,000

8,000

6,000

6,000

1,000

1,000

2,000

WEST
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Table 2.â19Â» CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS RBCVED FROM THE INVENTORY SINCE 1950âCon.

("...Ð¸ Indicates zero or leas than 500)

Inside standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

Characteristic

Units changed

by-

Units lost

through â

Units changed

by-

Units lost

throughâ-

Total

conver-

sion

Merger

Demoli-

tion

Other

means

Total

Conver-

sion

Merger

DÃ©moli.

U on

Other

means

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling units.

337,000

45,000

59,000

48,000

185,000

239,000

21,000

52,000

54,000

111,000

321,000

16,000

42,000

3,000

55,000

3,000

42,000

6,000

182,000

4,000

237,000

2,000

21,000

6,000

52,000

1,000

53,000

1,000

111,000

43,000

COHTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarm units...

209,000

20,000

44,000

35,000

111,000

100
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PREFACE

This report presents statistics on the components of change In the housing Inventory

for the period April 1, 1950, to December 31, 1956. The data were collected In the Na-

tional Housing Inventory In December 1956 and January 1957. Authorization for the National

Housing Inventory Is contained In Public Law 604, 84th Congress. This Act, which was

approved June 20, 1956, appropriated $1,000,000 for "expenses necessary for conducting a

survey of housing."

The 1956 National Housing Inventory Is the first survey In which statistics on com-

ponents of change have been collected. The need for measures of change In the housing

Inventory between decennial censuses stenmed from the fact that. In a dynamic economy,

housing conditions change too rapidly to be measured satisfactorily by benchmark data

collected only once a decade. This was demonstrated during World War II when migration so

altered the housing situation that both Industry and government found the 194O Census of

Housing of only limited use In evaluating local situations. Similarly, the rapid change

both In number and characteristics of dwelling units by 1956 had made the 1950 Census of

Housing figures of limited value In the analysis of the current housing market.

The program which provided the basis for the National Housing Inventory was developed

as a result of a contract between the Bureau of the Census and the Housing and Home Finance

Agency In 1950 to develop a technique for providing housing data on a sample basis during

the Intercensal years. The results of this research program are contained In the report

"Intercensal Housing Surveys" prepared by the Housing Division, Bureau of the Census, and

published In April 1957.

The National Housing Inventory had three major purposes:

1. To provide a measure of change In the housing supply since the 1950 Census

of Housing.

2. To provide current Information about the financial aspects of home ownership,

principally in terms of mortgage financing.

3. To provide a inscription of the 1956 housing Inventory.

The materials and statistics ' in this report were prepared under the direction of

Wayne ?. Daugherty, Chief, Housing Division, and Frank S. Krlstof, Assistant Chief, Housing

Division. The planning and development of the survey was under the supervision of J. Hugh

Rose. The coordination and development of the statistical content of the report was under

the supervision of Beulah Washabaugh. Sampling procedures were under the supervision of

Joseph Steinberg and Joseph Waksberg. Specific aspects of processing and electronic

tabulating procedures were carried out by Jervls Braunstein, Joseph F. Daly, Richard A.

Hornseth. and Slgmund Schor. Other members of the Housing Division who had responsibility

for a specific phase of this program were Elmo E. Beach, Kenneth Beede. Aneda France,

Aaron Josowltz, Nathan Krevor, Daniel B. Rathbun, and Morton ÐÐ¾ÑÐµÐ³. Carl A. S. Coan,

formerly a member of the Housing Division staff, participated in the developmental phases

of the program.

June 1958.
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1956 National Housing Inventory

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE, 1950 TO 1956

INTRODUCTION

Content. âVolume I of the National Housing In-

ventory presents statistics on the components of

change between 1950 and 1956. The dwelling unit

Is the reporting unit In the National Housing

Inventory.

This volume Is arranged In ten parts. The first

pert presents statistics for the united States with

the following classifications:

Total

Inside standard metropolitan areas

In central cities

lot In central cities

Outside standard metropolitan areas

In addition, statistics are presented for each of

the four regions by the following classifications:

total

Incide standard metropolitan areas

Outside standard metropolitan areas

The classification "Inside standard metropolitan

areas" Includes all dwelling units Inside the 168

standard metropolitan areas as defined In 1950.

Duelling units In all the territory outside these

areas are Included In the classification "outside

standard metropolitan areas."

The remaining nine parts of Volume I present

statistics for each of the following nine standard

Metropolitan areas:

Atlanta Los Angeles

Boston Jew Tork-Hortheastern

Chicago Hew Jersey

Dallas Philadelphia

Detroit Seattle

In the reports for the Chicago and the Phila-

delphia Standard Metropolitan Areas, statistics are

presented separately for the central city and for

the entire standard metropolitan area. This amount

of detail was made possible through an Increase In

sample size, which was financed by local agencies In

these cities.

The basic data In Volume I provide:

1. The measures of components of change

In the housing Inventory which Include (a) the

sources of the 1956 housing Inventory, and (b)

the disposition of the 1950 housing Inventory.

Z. The 1956 and 1950 characteristics of

components of change.

The 1956 and 1950 statistics are based on In-

formation from a sample of all dwelling units In

tue area. The 1950 characteristics In this report

represent 1950 data as tabulated for the dwelling

units In the sample; therefore, they may not agree

precisely with the statistics In the 1950 Census of

Housing reports.

Statistics are presented In Volume I for the

following subjects:

Occupancy characteristics

Occupancy status

Color of occupants

Number of persona

Structural characteristics

Number of rooms

Number of dwelling units in structure

Year built

Condition and plumbing facilities

Financial characteristics

Contract monthly rent

Value

COMPONENTS OF CHANGE

Tables 3, 4. 5, and Ð± present 1956 characteristics

cross-tabulated by 1950 characteristics for units

which were classified as same units in both years.

Otter National Housing Inventory reporta.â

Volume II, Financing of Owner-Occupied Residential

Properties, presents statistics relating to the fi-

nancial aspects of home ownership, principally In

terms of mortgage financing. Statistics relate to

the financial status of owner-occupied nonfarm prop-

erties, with intensive coverage of mortgage loans.

Volume III, Characteristics of the 1956 In-

ventory, presents simple distributions and cross-

tabulations of housing characteristics. In addition,

the volume presents cross-tabulations of housing by

household characteristics.

Reports covering special subjects are planned.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Although the content of the National Housing

Inventory differed from the 1950 Census of Housing,

the definitions and concepts of the subjects which

were common to both enumerations generally were the

same. Where there were differences, they are spe-

cifically mentioned In the discussion of the Indi-

vidual subjects.

Standard metropolitan area.âExcept in New Eng-

land, a standard metropolitan area is a county or

group of contiguous counties which contained at least

one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more at the time

of the 1950 Census. Counties contiguous to the one

containing such a city are Included in a standard

metropolitan area if according to certain criteria

they are essentially metropolitan in character and

socially and economically Integrated with the cen-

tral city. In New England, towns and cities were

the units used in defining standard metropolitan

areas. Here a population density criterion was ap-

plied rather than the criteria relating to metropol-

itan character.

The statistics In this report are for all dwell-

ing unitsâurban and rural, farm and nonfarmâwhich

are located within the counties and places compris-

ing the standard metropolitan area. The constituent

parts of the standard metropolitan area are de-

scribed on page V.

Dwelling unit.âIn general, a dwelling unit Is

a group of rooms or a single room occupied or In-

tended for occupancy as separate living quarters by

a family or other group of persons living together

or by a person living alone.

Ordinarily, a dwelling unit is a house, an

apartment, or a flat. A dwelling unit may be located

In a structure devoted to business or other nonresl-

dentlal use, such as quarters in a warehouse where

the watchmen lives or a merchant's quarters in back

of his shop. Trailers, boats, tents, and railroad

cars, when occupied as living quarters, are included

in the dwelling unit Inventory; If vacant, however,

such accommodations are excluded.

A group of rooms, occupied or Intended for oc-

cupancy as separate living quarters, is a dwelling

unit If It has separate conking equipment or sepa-

rate entrance. A single room, occupied or Intended

for occupancy as separate living quarters. Is a

dwelling unit if It has separate cooking equipment

or If it constitutes the only living quarters In the

structure. Each apartment in a regular apartment

house Is a dwelling unit even though it may not have

separate cooking equipment. Apartments in residen-

tial hotels are dwelling units If they have separatÂ«
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characteristics of a dwelling unit since 1950 did not

affect Its classification as "same" If it retrained

one dwelling unit in 1956. Examples of such changes

IB characteristics are: finishing a bedroom In the

attic, installation of an extra bathroom, or enlarg-

ing the kitchen.

Units changed by conversion.âConversion Is the

creation of two or more dwelling units from fewer

units through structural alteration or change in

use. Structural alteration Includes such changes as

adding a kitchen or Installing partitions to form

another dwelling unit. Change In use Is a simple

rearrangement in the space without structural alter-

ation, such as locking a door which closes off one

or more rooms to form a separate dwelling unit.

The term "changed by conversion" Is applicable

to both the 1950 and 1956 Inventories. For example,

one dwelling unit in the 1950 Inventory which subse-

quently was converted to three dwelling units was

counted as one unit changed by conversion for pur-

poses of the 1950 statistics and as three units

changed by conversion for purposes of the 1956 sta-

tistics. Thus, the subtraction of the 1950 group

from the 1956 group yields the net number of dwell-

ing units added as a result of conversion.

Units changed by merger.--Merger Is the combin-

ing of two or more dwelling units Into fewer units

through structural alteration or change In use.

Structural alteration Includes such changes as the

reeoval of partitions or the dismantling of kitchen

equipment. Change In use may be a simple rearrange-

â¢ent of space without structural alteration, such as

unlocking a door which formerly separated two dwell-

ing units. In other Instances, a household on the

first floor may occupy both the first and second

floors which formerly constituted separate dwelling

units.

The term "changed by merger" Is applicable to

both the 1950 and 1956 inventories. For example,

two dwelling units In the 1950 Inventory which sub-

sequent: y were merged to one dwelling unit were

counted as two units changed by merger for purposes

of the 195O statistics, and as one unit changed by

merger for purposes of the 1956 statistics. Thus,

the subtraction of the 1956 group from the 1950

group yields the net number of dwelling units lost

as a result of merger.

Units added through new construction. âAny

dwelling unit built between April 1950, the date of

the 1950 Census, and December 1956 was classified as

a unit added by new construction. Dwelling units

built since April 1950 and removed from the housing

Inventory before December 1956 were not recorded.

Dwelling units built since 1950 but subsequently

Ã®ianged by conversion or merger were enumerated as

new construction in terms of the number existing as

of December 1956. Units under construction at the

time of enumeration were counted only If construc-

tion had proceeded to the point that all the exterior

windows and doors were installed and final usable

floors were In place.

Units added through other sources.--Any dwell-

ing unit added to the Inventory between April 1950

and December 1956 which Is not specifically covered

under the heading of new construction or conversion

was Included as a unit added through other sources.

This component Includes the following types of

additions:

1. Units created from living Quarters clas-
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Involved and the difficulty of locating a reli-

able respondent. It Is possible that some units

recorded as destroyed by fire, flood, or other

cause had actually been demolished, and vice

versa.

Color of occupants.âOccupied dwelling units

were classified by the color of the head of the

household. "Nonwhlte" households are those whose

heads are of Negro, Indian, Japanese, Chinese, or

other nonwhlte race.

Number of persons.âAll persons enumerated as

members of the household were counted In determining

the number of persons who live In the dwelling unit.

Lodgers, foster children, wards, and resident em-

ployees who share the living quarters of the house-

hold head are Included In the household In addition

to family members. The persons living In the unit

must consider It their usual place of residence or

have no usual place of residence elsewhere.

Occupied dwelling unit.âA dwelling unit la

occupied If a person or group of persons was living

In It at the time of enumeration or If the occupants

were only temporarily absent, as for example, on

vacation.

Owner occupied.âA dwelling unit Is "owner oc-

cupied" If the owner or co-owner was one of the per-

sons living In the unit, even If the dwelling unit

was not fully paid for or had a mortgage on It. If

the owner of the unit was a member of the household

but was temporarily away from home, as In the case

of military service or temporary employment away from

home, the unit sxlll was classified as "owner occu-

pied." A cooperative apartment Is owner occupied If

the owner lives In It.

Renter occupied.âAll occupied dwelling units

that were not "owner occupied" were classified as

"renter occupied" whether or not any money rent was

paid for the living quarters. Units for which no

cash rent was paid are thus Included with the

renter-occupied units; such units are usually occu-

pied rent free In exchange for services rendered, or

sometimes the right to occupy the unit Is the gift

of a friend or relative who does not live In the

unit.

Vacant dwelling unit.âA dwelling unit (fur-

nished or unfurnished) Is vacant If no persons were

living In It at the time of enumeration, except when

Its occupants were only temporarily absent. Dilapi-

dated vacant dwelling units were Included if they

were Intended for occupency as living quarters; how-

ever. If the unit was unfit for use and beyond

repair so that It was no longer considered living

quarters. It was excluded from the Inventory. New

units not yet occupied were enumerated as vacant

dwelling units If construction had proceeded to the

point that all the exterior windows and doors were

Installed and final usable floors were in place;

otherwise, potential units under construction were

not Included. Unoccupied units held off the market

for various reasons and units recently rented or

sold but not yet occupied were considered vacant.

Available vacant unit.âThis category provides

a measure of vacant dwelling units which are on the

housing market for year-round occupancy. It consists

of units which were for year-round occupancy, were

not dilapidated, and were being offered for rent or

sale. Kxcluded are seasonal units (which are unite

Intended for occupancy during only a portion of the

year and are found primarily In resort areas),

INTRODUCTION

duelling unit. A kitchenette or half-room which Is

partitioned off from floor to celling was counted as

a separate room, but a combined kitchenette and

dinette separated only by shelves or cabinets was

counted as only one room. Not counted as rooms were

bathrooms, strip or pullman kitchens, halls or

foyers, alcoves, pantries, laundries, closets or

storage space; unfinished basement or attic rooms

not suitable for living quarters; and rooms sub-

leased for office or business purposes by a person

or persons not living In the dwelling unit.

The median number of rooms Is the theoretical

Â«lue which divides the dwelling units equally, one-

naif having more rooms and one-half having fewer

FOODS than the median. In the computation of the

â¢edlan, a continuous distribution was assumed. For

example, when the median was In the four-room group,

the lover and upper limits were assumed to be 3.5

and 4.5 rooms, respectively. The median was com-

puted on the basis of more detailed tabulation

groups than are shown In the tables. Tenths were

used In the computation of the medians to permit

comparison.

Year built.âThe year the structure was built

refers to the year In which the original construc-

tion was completed, not to the year In which any

later remodeling, addition, reconstruction, or con-

version may have taken place. "Year built" statis-

tics are based on dwelling units classified by the

date of Hie original construction of the structure

In which they were located.

The figures do not represent the original number

of dwelling units built during a given period. They

represent the total number of units constructed

during a given period plus the number created by

conversions In structures originally built during

the same period, minus the number destroyed In

structures built during the period. Losses occur

through demolition, fire, flood, disaster, change

to nonresldentlal use, or merger to fewer dwelling

units.

Data on year built are subject to some In-

accuracy because of errors of response. Inaccura-

cies of reporting may be due to the respondent's

lack of knowledge of the facts or his Inability to

reaenber the year of construction.

Statistics on year built published by the

Bureau of the Census differ In several respects from

statistics on new construction published by the

Sureau of Labor Statistics. In particular, the cen-

sns date Include all types of dwelling units; for

example, they Include dwelling units reported as

being located on a farm, trailers and tourist cabins

Â«veil were occupied as dwelling units, some seasonal

Ð¿Ð¾Ð²ÐµÐ·, and temporary public housing units. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics data are limited to new

permanent nonfarm dwelling units.

Condition and plumbing facÃ 11 ties.--Both the

structural condition of a dwelling unit and the type

of plumbing facilities are considered measures of

the quality of housing. These Items have been com-

bined Into categories representing several levels of

housing quality as measured by condition and plumb-

Ing facilities. Such categories provide a more

practlcHl menus of evaluating quality than Is possi-

ble by the use of the Individual Items.

Condition.âTo measure condition, dwelling units

were classified as "not dilapidated" or "dilapi-

dated." A dwelling unit was reported as dilapidated
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c. Broken or missing window panes.

d. Rotted or loose window frames which

are no longer rainproof or wlndproof.

e. Damaged, unsafe, or makeshift chimney.

f. Broken, loose, ormlsslng Inside stair

treads or risers, balusters, or railings.

g. Deep wear on doors11Is, doorframes,

outside or Inside steps, or floors;

or

3. It was of Inadequate original construc-

tion. Examples of Inadequate original construc-

tion are~

a. Makeshift walls.

b. Lack of foundation.

C. Dirt floors.

d. Inadequately converted cellars, ga-

rages, barns, and similar places.

In the National Housing Inventory, but not In

the 1950 Census, the questionnaire Included a "check

list" which the enumerator used to describe the

location and extent of deficiencies. The purpose of

the check list was to assist the enumerator In

arriving at his over-all classification of the unit

as "dilapidated" or "not dilapidated." The enu-

merator was Instructed to Indicate whether he ob-

served (a) no deficiencies, (b) minor deficiencies,

or (c) critical deficiencies, for the following

parts of the structure:

1. Doors (sills and frames).

Inside the unit:

2. Floors, walls, ceilings.

3. Stairs (risers, balusters, railings).

Outside the house:

4. Porch, steps, railings.

5. Foundation, walls, roof.

6. Windows (panes, sash, frame).

7. Chimney.

Although both the 1950 and 1956 enumerators

were provided with detailed oral and written In-

structions and with visual aids. It was not possible

to eliminate completely the element of Judgment In

the enumeration of this Item. It Is possible that

some enumerators obtained too large or too small a

count of dilapidated units. The definition and the

visuel aids were the same for the National Housing

Inventory and the 1950 Census of Housing with the

exception of the "check list," which was an addi-

tional aid used In the National Housing Inventory.

Plumbing facilities.âDwelling units "with all

facilities" consist of those which have: both a

flush toilet and a bathtub or shower Inside the

structure for the exclusive use of the occupants,

and hot running water. This classification Is

directly comparable with the 1950 category "With

private toilet and bath, and hot running water."

Units "lacking facilities" consist of those

which lack one or more of the plumbing facilities or

which leek exclusive use of these facilities. For

example. Included as "lacking facilities" would be a

downstairs apartment with hot running water but

whose occupants share the bathroom with the occu-

pants of the upstairs apartment.

Facilities were considered "Inside the struc-

ture" If they were located within the dwelling unit

or elsewhere In the structure. Facilities are for

exclusive use when the occupants of only the on*

dwelling unit use them. If there are lodgers in

the dwelling unit who also use the facilities, the

facilities are still reported as for the exclusive
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lover than the median. In the computation of the

â¢â¢dien, the limits of the class Intervals were

assumed to stand at the midpoint of the 1-dollar

Interval between the end of one of the rent groups

ÐµÐ´Ð° the beginning of the next. For example, the

limits of the Interval designated $50 to $59 were

assumed to be $49.50 and $59.50. The median was

computed on the basis of more detailed tabulation

groups than are shown In the tables and was rounded

to the nearest dollar.

Value of property.âValue represents the amount

which the owner-occupant estimates that the prop-

erty. Including the structure and Its land, would

sell for under ordinary conditions and not at forced

sale. Value data are limited to nonfarm units In

one-dwelling-unit structures without business and

with only one dwelling unit Included In the property.

Values for other owner-occupied dwelling units are

oot provided because they would reflect varying

Mounts for farm land, business uses, or for more

than one dwelling unit In the property.

The median value of the dwelling units Is the

value which divides the series Into two equal parts,

one-half of the units with values higher than the

â¢edlan and the other half with values lower than the

â¢edlan. In computing the median, the limits of the

class Interval were assumed to stand at the begin-

ning and end of the Interval. The limits of the

$8.000 to $9,999 Interval, for example, were assumed

to be $8,000 and $9,999. The median was computed on

the basis of more detailed tabulation groups than

are shown In the tables and was rounded to the

nearest hundred dollars.

SOURCE AND RELIABILITY OF DATA

Coverage.âThe data In this report relate to

the total Inventory of dwelling units within the

standard metropolitan area, as defined on page V.

The 1956 figures can. In general, be considered as

referring to December 1956, although some Interviews

were completed during January 1957. The 1950 data

.-elate to April 1950, the time of the 1950 Census of

Boosing.

Source of data.âThe estimates for 1956 were

derived from a survey conducted In a sample of dwell-

ing units spread throughout the standard metropoli-

tan area.

The 1950 data are tabulations of Information

transcribed from the 1950 Census of Housing records

for those units that were In the sample for the 1956

survey. Thus, the 1950 statistics for this sample

â¢ay not agree precisely with the statistics In the

1990 Census of Housing reports, which are based on a

complete enumeration of dwelling units.

The sample used for the survey consisted of the

dwelling units located In about 1,400 clusters or

land area segments representative of the standard

Metropolitan area. Prior to the conduct of the

mrvey, the parts of the standard metropolitan area

'.hat contained extensive amounts of new construction

were delineated and mapped. Such areas were treated

as a separate universe for sampling purposes. The

sample In these areas amounted to roughly 4OO of the

1,400 segments. For measuring demolitions and other

losses, an additional sample was selected outside

the 1,400 segments.

Survey techniques.âTwo survey techniques were

used to obtain a measure of the number of dwelling

units by the components of change. The first was

designed to obtain estimates of newly constructed
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not available for some other reason. A similar

situation did not hold for the basic measures of

components of change; the required Information was

obtained In virtually all cases.

Estimation procedure.âThe estimation of the

final figures from the survey results was performed

In several steps. The first step was to produce a

count of those dwelling units In the full sample

that were In existence In 1950, In terms of the

number of units they represented In 1950. This count

Included same units, and those that had been con-

verted, merged, demolished, or lost through other

ÑÐµÐ°Ð¿Ð°. The ratio of the full 1950 count (as reported

In the 1950 Census) to the 1950 count from the

Rational Housing Inventory sample was computed. To

reduce sampling variability, this ratio was applied

to both the 1950 and 1956 sample figures for units

reported as same or changed by conversion or merger,

and to the 1950 sample of units lost through demo-

lition or other means. This factor was applied sep-

arately for units In the central city (or cities)

and for units In the balance of the standard metro-

politan area. For units added through new construc-

tion or other sources, the 1956 sample figures were

Inflated by the reciprocals of the probabilities

used In the selection of the sample. These proce-

dures produced the measures presented In tables A,

B, and Ð¡ and the 1950 characteristics In table 2.

For statistics based on the subsample In tables 1

and 3 to 6, separate Inflation factors were used for

each class of components of changeâthe factors

being suca Ð°Ð· to make the total for each class based

on the snbsample consistent with the total based on

the full sample.

The figures In this report were rounded Inde-

pendently; therefore, the distributions may not add

precisely to the total for the class.

Sources of error.âAs In any survey, the re-

sults are subject to sampling variability, errors

In the field work, and errors that occur In the

processes of compilation. Aside from variation due

to sampling, such errors also occur In a complete

enumeration. There are several possible sources of

errors. Some enumerators may have missed occasional

dwelling units In their segments. The enumerators

may not have always asked the questions In the pre-

scribed fashion, resulting In errors or lack of

uniformity In the statistics. The data also are

limited by the extent of the respondent's know-

ledge and his willingness to report accurately; for

some units, information could not be obtained be-

cause of the temporary absence of the occupants.

Furthermore, figures from the 1950 Census of Housing

were used to obtain the factors for the final esti-

mates. These 1950 Census figures are subject to

Ð·Ð¾Ð»Ñ small degree of error as was revealed In the

Post-Enumeration Survey of the 1950 Census. Finally,

some errors In coding, editing, and tabulating are

almost Inevitable In a substantial statistical oper-

ation of the type necessary for compiling results

for both the 1950 Census of Housing and the National

Housing Inventory.

An Intensive effort was made to keep errors to

a practicable minimum. The number of nonInterviews

was reduced to the lowest level practicable. The

enumerators were given detailed training and follow-

up. In the Initial phases of their work, they were

observed and assisted by supervisory or professional

personnel and their completed questionnaires were
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Estimates or the standard errors are shown In

tables I to III. The standard errors In table I

apply to the basic counts of dwelling units by com-

ponents of change, that is, the estimates of the num-

ber of dwelling units in sumtmry tables A, B, and C.

The standard errors In table II are to be used

for the characteristics in tables 1 to 6. The fig-

ures in table II are approximations of the standard

errors of all such characteristics. In order to

derive a simple table or standard errors which

could be applied to the wide variety of housing

items covered in this report and which could be

prepared at moderate cost, a number of approxima-

tions were required. As a result, table II is to

be Interpreted as providing an indication of the

order of magnitude of the standard errors rather

than as the precise standard error for any specific

item.

Change In an Item from 1950 to 1956 Is also

subject to sampling variability. An approximation

of the standard error of the change obtained by

using the sample data for both years can be derived

by considering the change as an estimate and obtain-

ing the standard error of an estimate of this size

from table II.

The reliability of an estimated percentage de-

pends upon both the size of the percentage and the

size of the total upon which the percentage Is

based. Table III contains approximations of such

standard errors. This table applies to percentage

distributions of 1956 characteristics In table 1 and

both 1956 and 1950 characteristics of "same" units

In tables 3 to 6. Standard errors of percentages

for 1950 characteristics of components of change In

table 2 may be obtained by multiplying the factor

0.85 by the figures in table III.

Table II.âSTANDARD ERHÃH OF CHABACTÃHISTICS OF OOMPONHUS OF CHANGE

(Applicable to tables 1 to 6)

Standard error of

characteristic inÂ»

Size of esthnate of

characteristic

Table 2

Tables 1 and

3 to 6

250

350

750

1,100

1,300

275

5 000

400

900

1,300

1,500

1,600

2,200

2,600

2,900

3,100

1,900

2,600

3,100

3,400

3,600

75,000

250,000

Table III.--STANDARD ERHÃH OF PERCENTAGES OF CHARACTERISTICS

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The 1956 National Housing Inventory Is the

first survey In which statistics on components of

change have been collected. As a consequence, some

new concepts as well as new data bave been Intro-

duced In the analysis of the housing Inventory.

Tables A and Ð Introduce these new concepts In ex-

plaining the derivation of the 1956 Inventory and

the disposition of the 1950 Inventory, respectively.

Table JUâSOURCE OF THE 1996 HOUSING INVENTORY

Colorant of change

Number

Percent

Total dnlllac units, 19%

297,000

100.0

Qnlti changed byâ

233,000

78.5

5,000

1.7

Unite added throughâ

3,000

1.0

51.000

17.2

5,000

1.7

Basic measures of change.âOf the 297,000 dwell-

ing units reported for the Seattle Standard Metro-

politan Area In 1956, approximately 233,000, or

78.5 percent, consist of "same" units, that Is,

those which existed In 1950 and which were re-

ported as essentially unchanged In 1956 (table A).

These 233,000 "same" units, which appear again in

table B, constituted 92.1 percent of the total 1950

Inventory.

The National Housing Inventory also permits

analysis of the Impact made by conversions and

mergers on the housing market. Conversion Is the

process of changing existing dwelling units Into a

larger number of dwelling units. Thus, about 3,000

dwelling units existing In 1950 (table B) subse-

quently were divided to form 5,000 dwelling units

by 1956 (table A). On the average, fewer than two

units were created from one. For purposes of the

1956 Inventory, the 1950 units changed by conversion

Table Ð DISPOSITION OF THE 1950 HOUSING INVENTORY

Component of change

Number

Percent

TVrtui AjoiMi^^t,, 10V1

253,000

100.0

"â - iip'tÂ», 1Â«ÑÐ¿ m* i<"*

233,000

92.1

Unite changed by â

3,000

1.2

Merger

6,000

2.4

Units loa-t throughâ

DemnHtl-.K..... .......... ...........

5,000

2.0

Other neans

6,000

2.4

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
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Net change.âThe figures In table C, showing net

changes In the housing Inventory, are derived from

labiÃ©s A and B. The net Increase of 44,000 dwelling

units represents an average annual gain of about 6,500

dwelling units over a period of 6 3/4 years. This

is approximately equal to the average annual gain of

7,000 flwelling units between 1940 and 1950. The net

Increase for the period 1950 to 1956 was smaller

than the number added by new construction because

losses due to demolition, merger, and other types of

ulthdrawal exceeded additions through conversion and

other sources by about 7,000 dwelling units.

Although conversions and mergers have opposite

effects on the total housing Inventory, the results

of these processes were largely offsetting. Approx-

imately 9,000 units lost their Identity as a result

of these actions (table B) and 6,000 units were

created (table A).

Table D Illustrates some summary characteris-

tics of the new construction Inventory compared with

those of units which have disappeared since 1950

(demolition and other losses). This table also sum-

marizes changes between 1950 and 1956 In the char-

acteristics of "same" units. The characteristics of

all dwelling units created or removed from the hous-

ing Inventory since 1950 are presented In detailed

tables 1 and 2. (Note that the figures in these

tables are shown In hundreds.)

Table D ÐÐÐÐÐ CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTE) COMPCMEtfTS ÐÐ¢ CHANGE, 1956 AND 1950

("..." indicates too few sample caaes for reliable median)

19

56

1<

Â»50

Subject

construction

New

Same

Derolitlcm

and

other loes

Same

51,000

233 000

11 000

Not dilapidated, with all facilities (percent of

62.2

98.1

91.5

67 3

92 4

5.1

4.7

3.0

4.6

$14 600

912 ooo

16 900

$87

J'_;

$33

Characteristics of units created or removed.â

Dwelling units removed by conversion were divided

equally between owner-occupied and renter-occupied

unitsâthe 1950 estimate of such units (table 2) was

approximately 1,400 each. By 1956, these units were

converted to 1,200 owner-occupied and 3,400 renter-

occupied units (table 1). Thus, nearly all of the

12
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housing took place. However, the over-all quality

for "same" units was no better In 1956 than In 1950.

Approximately 9,300 units were downgraded from "not

dilapidated, with all facilities" to lacking facili-

ties or dilapidated, while about 7,300 units were

upgraded to "not dilapidated, with all facilities"

(table- 4). Change In quality occurred to a greater

degree among dwelling units classed as renter oc-

cupied In 1956 than among owner-occupied units.

Among the renter-occupied units, downgrading was

more prevalent than upgrading; while among the owner-

occupied units, downgrading was largely offset by

upgrading.

The cross tabulation of 1950 and 1956 contract

rents for units classed as renter occupied In both

years Illustrates the character of rent changes dur-

ing the period (table 5). The dispersion of 1956

rents for any given 1950 rent group was rather wide.

Seven-tenths to nine-tenths of the units In the 1950

rent groups below $60 had shifted to a higher rent

category by 1956. The median contract rent for

"same" units Increased about 32 percentâfrom $41 In

1950 to $54 In 1956.

Values of owner-occupied properties showed a

similar over-all Increase; however, In the lower

value groups the changes were more pronounced than

In the higher value groups. The median -velue for

"same" units which were occupied by owners In both

1950 and 1956 rose about 35 percentâfrom about

$8,900 to $12,000.

SEATTLE STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREA

Table l 1956 CHARACTERISTICS OF DWELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1950

("..." Indicates cero or less than SO)

Characteristic

Total

Unite changed by-

conversion

Merger

Unite added throughâ

New

construction

Other

sources

Total dwelling unite

YEAR BUILT

April 1990 to 1996

1940 to March 1990

1930 to 1939

1929 or earlier..............................

lot reported

MOWER OF DHELLDK} UNITS IN STRUCTURE

1 dwelling unit

Z to 4 dwelling unite

5 dwelling unite or Ð²Ð°Ð³Ðµ

OCCUPAHCT STATUS

Decupled

Owner

tenter

Vacant

Available for rent.........................

Available for sale only..

Other

NUMBER OF ROOMS

Total dwelling units

1 and 2 Ð³Ð¾ÑÐµ

3 and 4 Ð³Ð¾Ð°Ñ

5 and 6 rocns................................

7 rooee or Ð¹Ð¾Ð³Ðµ

Hot lepoi1 ted.................................

Owner occupied...........................

1 and 2 rooBS

3 end 4 ÐÐÐ¡ÐÐ

' end 6 rone

7 rooBB or Bore..............................

lot reported

Renter occupied

1 and 2 roans

5 and 6 rooBB

7 rooBB or Ð²Ð°Ð³Ðµ..............................

lot reported

Vacant

CONDITION AND PLUMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling unite

lot dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Owner occupied

lot dilapidated:

With all facilities

lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported

Renter occupied..........................

lot dilapidated:

With ell facilities

lacking facilities

Dilapidated

Condition or facilities not reported
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Table 1 1936 CHARACTERISTICS OF WELLING UNITS CREATED SINCE 1990âCon.

Characteristic

Total

Units changed byâ

Conversion

Merger

Units added throughâ

Hev

construction

Other

Total occupied duelling unite..

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

White

Nonwhite

NUMBER OF PERSONS

1 person.......................â¢â¢â¢â¢Â»â¢

2 person.............................

3 persons................*......Â».â¢â¢â¢

4 persona............................

5 perÃ§ons or ÑÑ-Ðµ....................

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

Renter-occupied nonfarn unite....

Less than $20........................

Â«20 to Â»39

$40 to $99

$60 to $79

$Ð²Ð to $99 Â«

$100 or ÑÐ°Ð³Ðµ

No cash rent or rent not reported....

VALUE OF PflOPERTÃ

Owner-occupied nonfarm units1....

Less than $Â¿,000

$4,000 to $9,999

$6,000 to $7,999

$8,000 to $9,999

$10,000 to $14,999

$19,000 or Ð²Ð°Ð³Ðµ

Hot reported.........................

60,200

98,700

1,900

7,800

15,900

10,400

13,600

12,500

16,200

600

3,400

2,000

3,900

2,900

3,000

400

40,900

700

600

1,300

3,900

19,200

18,300

600

4,500

4,200

300

1,900

1,600

600

SEATTLE STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREA

TaM- 2.â1950 CHARACTERISTICS OF Ð¡ÐÐÐ¨ÐÐ UN ITT, REMOVED ÐÐÐÐ THE INVENTORY SINCE 145O~O.ni.

Characteristic

Total

Units changed by~

Conversion

Merger

Unit:: loot throughâ

Demolition

Other

NMER Of BOOBâCon.

Owner occupied.

1 ud 2 rooÂ»

3 Ð¨) 4 ;

i tnd 6.1

1 rocae or man

Not iÑ\Ð¸Ð¶\Ð»Ð........

Renter occupied.

1 ud 2

3 ind 4 :

; and 6 rooms

tot reported...............................

Vacant

COBDITION AND PLOMBING FACILITIES

Total dwelling unite

lot dilapidated:

With an facilities

Lacklnc facilities

i lapidated

edition or facilities not reported.......

Owner occupied.........................

at dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacldnc facilities

.'lapidated

audition or facilities not reported.......

Benter occupied.......................f

Dt dilapidated:

With all facilities

Lacklnc facilities

llapidated

addition or facilities not reported..

Vacant

COLOR OF OCCUPANTS

Total occupied dwelling units

lile

moite

CONTRACT MONTHLY RENT

fteirUr-occupied nonfara units

Â«a than Â»20

Ð to Â»39 '.

Ð¡ to Â»59

Ð to $79

Ð to Â»99

DO or sore

cub rent or rent not reported..........

VALUE OF PROPERTY

Owner-occupied nonfan units1

tm thmn Â»4,000

,OCO to Â»5,999

,000 to Â»7,999

,OOO to Â»9,999

. .000 to Â»U,999

1,000

5,100

500

1,800

1,900

900

100
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